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sulted from the Portsmouth meeting.
The Japanese envoy's demande of mil-
lions of rubles, Russian territory,
ships and ports, and also his proud at-
titude generally, are-not justified at
ntinues Its Work at Ports- all. The Japanese have won nio con-
clusive lanct victories. They have oc-
cupied no Ruesian territory except-the
undefended Sakhalin Island. In short,
they have taken an attitude which rem
ders agreement impossible.
"Still, Witte's trip will be useful in
renewing Russia's okl friendship with
the Americans. Witte will propose to
President Roosevelt a commercial
treaty which will 
-how to Americans
the trade possibieeties which exist in
Russia.
mouth, N. H.
AL WEATHER
REPORTED YESTERDAY.
. Witte Continues His Argument As
to Japan's Intentions To-
ward Korea.
RUSSIA INSULTED
BY BARON KOMURA
Portsmouth, Ni. H., Aug. 14.—The
sitting of the peace conference was re-
sumed this morning under ideal weath
er conditions. The excessive heat
wave which has almost driven the for-
eigners to distraction during the first
days of the conference, was broken by
yesterd.ay's storm, and after a good
night's rest the plenipotentiaries and
a the members of their erstauurage ap-
peared this morning bright and cheer-
...Sul. The change in the weather af-
fected their tempers, and is they look
ad out across the rippling bay, dotted
with green islands and shining white
yachts, the universal exclamation was,
''How charming."
Bali and Bow.
Baron Komura and Mr. Takahira
both appeared -in frock coats. They
ertered their motor cars shortly after
9 o'clock, smiling and bowing to the
hotel guests, who were already on the
veranda to witness their departure.
Three mirrutes later Mr. Witte and
Eaton Rosen came out of the en-
trance of the annex where the Rus-
sian heaclquarters are located. There
was a little cr, wet collected. So cool
was it that Mr. Witte wore a light
overcoat. Both smilingly greeted the
assemblage of guests which was await
ing them.
The secretaries of the respective
missions had/ 't a few minutes before
the principals.., k Japanese in a tally-
ho, the Russians in a launch. The
conference began at 9:50 o'clock, the
diccus•ion being resumed on the con-
ditions relating to the status of Korea,
Me. Witte continuing to urge that the
language of the clause should explic-
itly show what he contended was the
true Japanese intention regarding the
Hermit Kingdom—namely, to make of
it a province of Japan. Before pro..
ceeding to business the plenipotentia-
ries were pboteuraplied in their posi-
tions „around the council table in the
main conference room.
'
No Session Yesterday.
• The sehtion of the Russian and Jap
atrese peak commiseioners, which was
•• -to have been heist at Portsmouth yes-
terday afternoon was postponed by
,mutual consent until this morning.
..be debate at Saturday's session is
said to have beetroot a somewhat sen-
sational character, and the attitude of
Mr. Witte indicated that the Russians
proposekto raise before the world the
specter of the "yellow peril." in spite
of a good many Pessimistic predic-
ticno, the general feeling at Ports-
• mouth is said to be one of hopeful-
ness.
Romura's Demands Insult Russia.
t. Petersburg, Aug. 14—Baron Ko-
ruira's demands, both as to matter and
manner, have hurt the feelings of the
Russians. The government, the Zem-
stvoists and even the revolutionists
are indignant. Prince tiolytzin said to
the press correepondent :
"Baron Korrtura is very insulting.
He trtat* us as though Russia were
Korea. Had Oyarna takCn Moscow
the terms could not be much harder.
Using the Japanese language in his
ctedentials instead of English or
French ie plain insolence. The incident
of the unreadable credentials and the
general behavior of the Japanese are
mean Asiatic tricks intended to humil-
iate a defeated enemy. This sect of
thing may terminate the work of the
'Russian pacificists and turn them in
favor of continuing the war."
the czar's trusted adviser, the pow-
erful minister of finance, M. Koko-
vtsoff, said tta the correspondent:
Would Continue War.
'We ehtcred upon the negotiations;
only on account of the emperor's ad-
miration for the American people and
their president. Nobody, not even,
Witte, is for peace at any cost. Since
the battle of Mukden the size and effi-
ciency of our army in Manchuria have
been trebled and transportation and
provisioning arrangements have been
perfected. Why not utitire this splen-
did army to carry on the war? Still, if
Baron Komura had shown himself rea
sonable an agreement might have re-
Czar Sincere.
"I emphatically deny the alleged in-
sincerity of the czar in regard to Ru,-
sian reforms and also the reports of
somebody's insurmountable opposi-
tion to reforms. Positively all of us
want a representative assembly, but
tc jump from the rixteenthieentury to
the twentieth is not easy,' especially
with twenty-eight unassimilated and
illiterate nationalities within the em-
pire. Reforms wifl soon take place
however. The czar is going to Moe-
corn to promulgate' his manifesto. A-
ter the convocation of a aational as-
sembly we will open schools throughli
out the empire. Thus regenerated
Russia will be prepated vigorously tit
resist all Asiatic encroachments."
More Optimistic.
Portsmouth, N. If., Aug. 14.—The
Japanese newspaper correspondents
have lately been considerably more
optimistic than they were at first. Peo
tie are not lacicing who believe that
the Japanese newsaper men are given
information that is withheld from the
correspondents of American and Eu-
ropean papers. Whether this is so or
not, there is attached to the Japanese
embassy a gentleman, Mr. Yamasa,
whose duty it is to meet his country-
men among the newspaper represent-
atives and give to them such informa-
tion as is devoted advisable. It is cer-
tain that Mr. Yantasa talks with the
Japanese correspondentSs much more
fteely than does Mr. Sato with the
other newspaper men. It may be that
the correspondents talk with Mr. Ya-
masa of home and of possible mutual
acquaintances. On the other hand it
may be that the papers of the Island
Empire are publishing important bits
.c,f news that have not yet found their
way into the papers of this country
and Europe. A great many of the
American and English correspondents
think so.
One a the most pessimistic of the
correspondents " here is George W.
Smalley. the famous staff writter of
the London Times. The most opt imis
tic until very reoemly was Boris Sou-
vorine, of the St. Petersburg •Novoe
Vrernya. Of late, Me. Souvorine has
hi-en less confident that the confer-
ence will result in peace.
It is an absorbing drama that is be-
ing enacted on the banks of the Pis-
cataqua, and no one can know what
the developments of the last act will
be until the fall of the final curtain.
A IIIIAYFIELD LADY
FOUND DEAD IN BEIi.
Mrs. James Hargrove Suddenly Ex-
pires From Heart Trouble.
Mayfiekt, Ky., Aug. 14.—Mrs. -Jae
Hargrove was found dead in her bed
this morning by her family. Heart
tsouble is supposed to have been the
cause of her death She evidenay
died about midnight, as the corpse
was cold when found. She retired in
seemingly good health.
Mrs. Hargrove was the daughter of
Capt. Dick Morey, and the widow of
the Rev. James Hargrove, who died
several years ago. She was thirty-
nine years old. She leaves two chil-
dren besides many relative,. At the
time of her death she was living with
her father on North Fifth street.
PARKER AND
SHEEHAN UNItE.
Form a Law Firm with Chief Justice
Hatch as a Partner.
Buffalo, N. Y., Aug. 14.—It is un-
derstood in legal circle, that New
York State Supreme Court justice
Edward Vie Hatch is about to resign
from the bench to enter a law firm to
be known as Parker, Sheehan &
Hatch, the other members of the firm
being former Judge Alton B. Parke-r
and Wm. F. Sheehan.
It had been understood since Judge
Parker's defeat for the presidency
that he would form a partnership
with Mr. Sheehan, as they had tacitly
made an arrangement of this kind
contingent on Parker's defeat. The
new firm, it is said, will begin opera-
tions September 1.
Negro Fined.
In Justice Young's court yesterday
Fred Montgomery, of "Canaan," irs
Mechaniesburg, was fined $is for
whipping his wife.
J. 
• 
an attachment was issued but he came IMI WORTEN SUES iN NEW ORLEANSlin on the home stretch.The warrant against Jim Bulger I
was diernissed on his securing license
for his dog "Fido."
. W. D. Scott, for breach of ordi-
nance, was grantcd a continuance.
Fred Romaine paid license on his
dog, and the warrant was dismissed.
A continuance was given John Hill,
charged with -breach of the peace.
John M.
white, got
evening on
the former
in the row,
THE REGISTER SOME MORE
Another One of His Kind of Law Suits
Instituted Against the Paper In
Another County For Elden Stone.
WANTS ONLY $5,000 THIS TIME
In the circuit court at Sntithland
J. Mark Worten, of this city, tiled an-
other suit against the Register News-
paper Company for $5,000 for Elden
Stone, wtho sues through his fatter
and next friend, Sane Stone.
eit is supposed that the suit is' for
tiered Me/ and refers to a publica-
tion in the Register during August,
nog, of an item that gave something
of Elden Stone's history in Paducah,
and made reference to the fact of his
having been convicted of petty larce-
ny in the Paducah police court; that
while in the city lockup he stole some
money from a fellow prisoner and
was given another sentence by Judge
D. L. Sanders. In the absence of
Worten's petition it can only be sur-
sed ae to what grounds he and his
protege allege in order to vent his
contemptible spleen against the Reg-
ister.
It Ns-0o be remembered that sevenl
months ago this same fellow Worten
brought suit against the Register for
Sio,000 in Livingston county, where
he, Worten, was reared, and at the
trial of the case a jury of his former
fellow-citizens, noe friends, for it is
understood that weer, Worten is best
known he ha, but few, if any friends,
gave a verdict in favor of the Regis-
ter. That suit was for alleged dam-
ages to said Stone because the Reg-
ister published that be had been ar-
rested and taken to Crittenden coun-
ty, every word of which was true. Al-
though Stone, Worten and the own-
CT of the Register all live in Paducah,
Worten, in order to harass the paper,
filed the suit in another county, but
the good citizens who composed the
Livingston county jury refused to
award his client any damages, one-
half of which probably would have
gone into Worten's pocket. Several
reputable lawyers at the Smithland
bar refused to be associated with
Worten in the case, and he had to
attend to that work himself. It will
also be remembered that Worten
brought 6o or est suits against the city
of Padacall for ex-chain gang prison-
ers for $1o,000 each, and the Register
took sides with the taxpayers of the
city and denounced the bringing of
the suits, saying that when they were
tried that the courts would throw
them out; on the test case the appel-
late court did decide agaiast. Worten,
and now he has broken into the United
States court with a suit or two of the
came kind against the city. Worten
was the only man with a license to
practice law in Paducah who got
mixed up with the ex-chain gang
suits, and this conduct about cooked
iris goose in Paducah. More than
one good citizen was heard to say
that Worten ought to be run out of
the city, and a little agitation at that
time would have brought trouble to
him for it was a species of work that
had never before been attempted on
such a barge scale. Happily, howev-
er, for all concerned, the courts put a
quietus on Markie and his horde of
ex-chain gang clients and he is reap-
ing the rewards of very, ill-advised
acts. °
The Register is no doubt blamed by
Worten for some of the sentiment
against him, and just for revenge he
is now making a specialty of suing
the Register in another county and
resorting to tactics that reputable
lawyers eschew.
The suit iostituted by Worten yes-
terday will come up for trial at the
September term of the Livingston
circuit court, and if he has in his pe-
tition lenguatteWs4ctualby used
in the Registet V" n6 diffi-
culty in backing up the publication.
In the $1o,000 suit .Worten brought
against the Register for Sam Stone,
and lost at Sinithland, he delrberately
omitted part of the language used in
the Register so as to mislead the
court and jury by distorting What was
really pit:Anted. The public may
draw its own conclusions as to such
reprehensible acts.
=IA ;
IN NEW YORK.
Widespread Damage Done by Light-
ning and Rain.
New York, Aug. Lt.—Widespread
damage was caused by a thunderstorm
of unusual violence, accompanied by a
high wind and a deluge of rain that
lerret over New Yeek and vicinity
yesterday. A boathouse at the foot
of West One Hundred and Fifty-sec-
end street, in which a large number of
Arsons had taken shelter, was struck
by lightning and Miss Jeanette Freer,
aged ah years, was instantly killed. A
dozen other persons were rendered un
conseiou 9, but quickly recovered.
A Webster avenue trolley car carry-
ing nearly TOO passengers was struck
by lightning. Although the car and
its occupants were unscathed, a panic
was precipitated among the passen-
gers. Fourteen persons, almost all
women, were injured, nine of them so
seriously that they had to be removed
to a hospital.
Many small boats were capsized in
the harbor. Five hundred immigrants
were in danger for an hour or two
when two barges on which they were
broke away from the dock at Fees Is-
land and were blown down the bay,
pitching and rolling in the heavy sea.
Three tugs grapplue the barges and
succeeded in holding them until the
storm subsided.
One death and three cases in prop-
tratione resulted from the heat, which
was intense, before the storme broke.
Another Libel Suit
U. S. Deputy Marshal G. W Saun-
ders yesterday served another notice
of a libel suit against the steamer
Charleston in favor of Weakv Bros. &
Co., for $43. Maj. Saunders did not
go to Mayfield last night as he intend-
eel, on account of having to recapture
the Charleston, which fkated away
dnting the wind.
Texas cotton crop is greatly bene-
fited by recent good weather, and de-
crease in crop promises to be smaller
than predicted.
COURT MENTIONS
Judge Cross Gives Justice
to Woman Beaters.
ELMER TOWNSEND
SUES COL. GAINES.
A Murderous Assailant Held at Ex-
amining Trial to Answer in the
Circuit Court.
DAMAGE SUIT TO FOLLOW
RAILROAD ACCIDENT.
Monday morning's session-of po-
lice court lasted one hour and a half.
;Levy Peice, a north town negro,
was first dosed $30 and costs for
striking hi a sweetheart, Sarah Dab-
ney.
Ben Sailiefield, coloreed, for strik-
ing and threatenting Mary Strick-
band, and who says he was only "fool-
ing," was given the same amount.
The case of Will Overton, charged
with breach of the peace, was parti-
ally heard and left open. He is
charged with striking Ben Bingham,
an aged negro, with a soda pop bot-
tle, because Bingham presented a $20
bill in payment for a drink. Bingham
says he was knocked unconscious and
when he recovered' $.4o had disap-
peared from 'his pocket.
The Iseman Bros., charged with
keeping saloon open on Sunday were
dismissed.
W. C. Stanford's trial was set for
next Friday. He was warranted on
the charge of violating the Sabbath
be keeping hie saloon open on Sun-
day.
The race was continued reeerding
C. Mitehell, for violating the Sabbath.
jith Ingram, a witness, was late and
Dorn and Bert Payne,
into a "scrap" Saturday
North Fourth street, and
was fined $5 for his part
Payne being dismissed.
Wallace Held to Answer.
Albert Wallace, the negro who as-
saulted Dan Sayers, mate in the steam-
er Dunbar, last Monday, the 7th,
waived examination in police court
yesterday morning and was held to
the grand jury.
Sayers has been in the Riverside
Hospital since he was injured. He
was able to be out yesterday, but the
wound ;ha, proven to be quite seri-
otra, as he will sustain the loss of the
sight of the eyeinjured. Mr. Sayers
when be recognized the negro in
court became very nervous and want-
ed to render violence to the man. He
said he could not stand to look at the
black scoundrel without wanting to
get bold of (him. The injury is quite
painful to ele. Sayers, and it is deeply
regretted that he should lose the
eight of his eye. The attack that the
negro made on Mr. Sayers was most
cowardly, The, negro, who was a
deck-hand on the Reuben Dunbar,
because he was discharged, secured
a large rock and returned to the boat
andthrew and struck Sayers in the
eye.
Was Only a Scare Shot.
Sunday night about to o'clock Capt.
Joe Woods was told by a lad that a
negro had "touched" a white man
while asleep on lower Kentucky ave-
nue, and that the negro was at
Fourth and Kentucky avenue or op-
posite the city hall. Capt. Woods in
an innocent kind of a movement
walked towards the negro, but the
latter "smelled a mouse". when he
spied the btuecoat and brass buttons
and made a dash up Fourth street to-
wards Broadway, but on seeing so
many people at Fourth and Broadway
turned and made hit escape in an al-
ley near Mocquot's law office._ Offi-
cer Woods while exclaimirre for lieris
to halt fired once in, the air. The shot
failed to have the desired effect, for
the negro's' legs turned to wings.
Charged With Robbery.
Jim Doohn and Read McCormack,
,two youeg men, were arrested yes-
'terday afternoon by Officers Terrell
and Cross, clown near the I. C. in-
cline, on the eharge of robbery. One
of their companions escaped.
James K. Polk Hayden, of May-
field, filed the charges against the
boys, and says that while he was
walking along near Second and
Broadway, rile larger of the two 2C-
COSted him, grabbing hold of his coat
and the °there at this time joined in
and 5.0111e one of the crowd took five
silver dollar, from his pocket. leoo-
lin and McCormack give an entirely
different version of the affair. ,
Wants Sio,000 Damage.
The datnnge suit Elmer Townsend
last week said he would file against
Noel Gaines, of the state guards, for
arresting him and placing him in the
guard house, though a civilian, was
filed yesterday. The amount of
damages is placed at $to,000, and the
grounds for the damages is exceed-
ing authority. Judge L. T. Lightfoot
and Taylor & Lucas. ds
The case was filed in the circuit
court of this county, and should conic
up in the approaching term of court.
Was Heavily Fined. s
Sheriff David RCCVCP, of Benton,
was here yesterday and stated that
Lee Wicker was still in jail there, and
would be likely to remain there for
some time. The officer said that the
judgments agaittst Wicker on old
charges of selling whisky aggrgeate
about $2,500. Wicker was only ar-
rested here lately.
Will Sue igcs- Damages.
It is rumored at Benton that the
relatives of the late W. A. Bean, who
was run ever and killed near Iola,
last week, are preparing to file a suit
for damages against the N., C. and
St. L. railroad company. Me. Bean,
while walking on the track, Was
struck by the northbound passenger
train and instantly killed.
County Court.
Yesterday Judge Lightfoot held a
brief session of his county court. The
will of Brutus Starr was admitted to
probate. He left his estate to (Belle
Hamilton and made her administra-
itrix. Two appraisements were filed
'and an over asisessment corrected.
The Yellow Scourge Con-
tinues Without Change.
THE DAILY 'REPORT •
AVERAGES FIVE DEATHS.
Yesterday the First Negro Patient
Reported to Have Succumbed
to Disease.
AUTHORITIES STILL'
FIGHTING HARD.
New Orleans, Aug. a doz-
en deaths early today indicated the
possibility that the figures of the pre-
ceding tours might be matched, but
the health authorities expressed no
surprise at the prospect. During the
present visitation of fever fatalities,
if they have come at all, have come
most frequently at the end of the fifth,
sixth or seventh day. During all of
last week the daily report of new.
cases was large, so that it is antici-
pated that the daily death list will be
larger this week than last.
Negro Attacked.
Included in the deaths of the pre-
ceding twenty-four hours was that of
a negro. Very few cases have ap-
peared, however, among the negro
population. There is a case reported
from Spanish Fort, a former surnmer
resort on Lake Ponchartrain, wiiere
taere is now a large colony of fish-
ermen. It is the first case that has
appeared there. No new case has
been reported at Mfilneburg, near
Spanish Fort, for two weeks.
Passed-Assistant Sugeon Berry was
reported today to be doing well. He
has passed the first stage of disease,
and if he weather, the secondary
stage. which is almost due, be is ex-
pected to be up and about before the
week is out.
The Citizens' Committee continued
today their work of (raising subs-rrip-
eons. With the state and city con-
tributions nearly $254,000 has keels
raised. it is purposed to make the I
fund $300.000, if possible, to cover
all eventualities.
NewOrleane, Aug. r.1.—eVith nearly
one-hale of August gone and with to-
tal deaths since July 13, one month, of
only 154, an average of five a day, the
Marine Hospital service authorities to
day began the second week of their
fight against the yellow fever here.
There was a drop of cases on Sunday,
as is usual, because Sunday inspection
is not se rigid as that on week days,
but Dr. White had his inspectors out
early today in each of the wards, and
it will not be surpreing if today's list
shows some advance over that of the'
pre'c'e'din'g twenty-four hours.
In spite of all the appeals that have
been nude by the press. and the fed-
eral authorities there is still suppres-
sion of cases. One instance is that of
a daughter of a well known lawyer.
She is said to have had a typical ease,
and to have been treated only by a
near-by druggist. When discovered by
a doctor her condition was hopeless.
Yesterday she died. The coneequence
is that steps are to be taken to compel
druggists to make prompt report of
all cases of dine% that come under
their observation.
Looking After "Slippers In."
The Southern Pacific has taken
steps to meet the charge made scene
time since that people were slipping
into Texas on freight train.s. Deputy
sheriffs have been put on all such
trains with instructions to eject any-
one found riding on them.
Reports from lumber milt men
throughout this section say that the
fever has made little impression on
their business, though some of the
mills close to New Orleans have suf-
fered from the arbitrary regulations of
towns here and there against the ship-
ment of freight of any kind. The
Southern Cypress Asteociation has tak-
en up the matter with Dr. White and
the doctor has written a letter es
such be expressed the opinion that it
is almost impossible for lumber ship-
ments to carry infected mosquitoes.
However, all cars of lumber leaving
here now are being disinfected wih sul
phur, and ass-mance is given that none
of them is carrying away mosquitoes.
Still Sustain the Theory.
Evidence of the soundness of the
mosquito theory continues to be made
public. The experience of Algiers is
cited. Three weeks ago there was *
death in the heart of the town of a ty-
pical case of yellow fever. The case
-4
(Continued on Page Four.), ,
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RI TEST THEORY
ST. PAUL SPECIALIST WHO DIS
BELIEVES IN THE MIS-
QUITO IDEA.
V:sits New Orleans to Test the Claim
but Gets the
Shoulder.
Cold
New. Orleans, Aug. 14.—Arsenic as
at preventive of yellow fever will be
given a thorough test by Dr. Reginald
F.. Leach, a St. Paul specialist. The
doctor, who for some time has been
taking arsenic pills, will tonight inva•
the most infeicted district of the city
and allow himself to, be bitten by the
stegomyia fasciata, the pest-bearing
mosquito, and will then return, to his
hotel to await results
Dr. Leach will make the experiment
on his own responsibility. He came
litre some days ago and tried to in-
terest the New Orleans Medical socie-
ty in the treatment, asking that a corn
rrittee of that body be appointed to
conduct, the experiment and watch
the test day by day. The members,
however, at a meeting voted against
lending their countenance to the af-
fair, declaring their disbelief in Dr.
Leach's theory.
Doctor Is Surprised.
"I wanted a physician Of conunittee
of physicians to cianducf this experi-
ment," said Dr. leach tonight. "Prom-
inent citizens would gladly serve, but
the public would not have the same
faith in the result as it would if the
committee was made up of prominent
physicians of the city. However, as
they will not act, it is urged that I
proceed with the testt and have lay-
men fill their places. I am surprised
that this reception should have been
given me by the medical fraternity of
New Orleans. I had expected a cor-
dial reception asd at least friendly
cc-opera t ion."
People Take Pellets.
A third or more of the New Orleans
people are taking Dr. Leach's arseiric
pill- and they would like to have a
practical test to show the virtue of
the pellets.
If they will ward off the fever the
drug stores will not be able to supply
the demand for them.
WARSHIPS GROW
OBSOLETE RAPIDLY.
Several Must be Rebuilt to be Effect-
ive Fighting Machines.
Washington, D. C., Ang. 14.—Two
boards have been appointed by the
Navy Department to pass upon the
present availidsi$ty of warships in
the new navy. One boar!, wild con-
sider the hull and machinery; the oth-
er will examine the armor and arma-
ment. It is proposed to ascertain
just how far American war vessels-
are obsolete and to what extent they
can be improved by rebuilding.
Modern improvements in armor
plate and guns have already virtually
retired some of the best vessels par-
ticipating in the Spanish-American
war. The battleships Oregon, Texas.
Indiana and Massachusetts are now
entirely outclassed by ships being
completed and placed in commission.
Even the Maine, Missouri, Kentucky,
Alabama, Kear,arge, Wisconsin and
Illinois are not up-to-date fighting
whips. They have Harveyized armor
plate, now being supplanted by the
Krupp. They are superior to the
Oregon, but still far behind those now
under construction.
The two boards now performing
secret work are expected to determ-
ine just when a warship mtot be re-
built and when she should be broken
up for scrap iron.
It is the practice of the German au-
thorities to consider it necessary to
rebuild a warship in fifteen years, and
in that way add ten years- to her life
of usefulness.
The explosion on the gunboat Ben-
nington has caused these naval boards
to make haste in performing their du-
ties. Officials and officers are now
greatly interested in the problem as
to when a warship becomes useless.
MISSING VALUABLES FOUND.
Disappeared Mysteriously and Were
Returned Just as Mysteriously.
EXTRA SESSION
IT IS NOW SAID PRESIDENT
WILL NOT CALL CONGRESS
TOGETHER
Until After the November Election
If He Calls It at
All.
Oyster Bay, N. Y., Aug. 14.—Not-
withstanding the more or less definite
announcement which has emanated
;tom various sources during the last
few months, congress may not be call-
ed into extraordinary sessicen, next No
vember. Indeed, the indications are
now that no extraordinary session will
be held this year.
. This statement is made on the au-
thority of President Roosevelei him-
self. He ha not deoided the question
definitely yet, and probably will not
reach a decision of it until he shall
have returned to Washington the lat-
ter part of September. The chances
for an extraordinary session appear,
'however, to be fading.
Strong pressure is being brought to
bear upon the president to induce him
not to call an, extra session. So much
interest has been manifested iii the sub
ject throughout the country that the
president has received a large number
of letters regarding it. Many senators
and representatives have urged against
an extra session.
They point eut that practically noth-
ing will be gained by an extra session
Chat will begin not more than three
weeks before the opening of the regu-
lar long session and that it will cause
some inconvenience to many members
of congress in both branches. Taking
these things into consideration, the
president hat reserved a definite decis-
ion of the matter, the chances, as
noted, being that the session will not
be called.
Lodge's Visit Purely Personal.
Senator Lodge, e4 Massachusetts,
who returned Saturday from his Eu-
ropean trip, and was a guest of the,
president at Sagamore Hill, left Sun-
day for New York, whence he expect-
et: to go directly to his home at Na-
hant, Mass.
"My visit to the president at this
time," said Senator Lodge, "was of no
significance whatever. It was purely
a personal visit.,'
Being a member e4 the senate com-
mittee on foreign relations, the sena-
tor, in his sojourn abroad, manifested
a natural interest in the attitude of Eu
ropean powers toward the United
States. He found everywhere in
Great Britain and France evidence of
a particular cordial feeling, both in of-
ficial circles and among the people,
for America; that peesident Roosevelt
is held by -Europeans in general in
high regard. The hope, senator Lodge
said, was expressed everywhere that
the negotiations initiated by the pres-
ident for peace in the far East will be
oseccessful, but he noted that the feel-
ing that peace would be the outcome
of the present conference was not op-
timistic.
Southbridge, Maso, Aug. 14.—Tile
tieasure box owned by Herman S.
Cheney, with contents intact, which
had been missing since February, has
heen returned as mysteriously as it.
disappeared.
The now famous box containing
$258,c00 of negothable and non-nego-
tiable securities is cence again in the
custody of Herman S. Cheney, at his
residence on Chestnut street, in South
tridge. The box, containing $50,000
in cash and securities to the value of
about $25o,00o was stolen from his
borne in February las. He had taken
the box frim his security vault in lifIrt-
ton and hidden it in his house while
preparing a rclicidule of his property.
Mr. Cheney, who is reputed to be
worth $Roci,000, was once the largest
holder of the stock of the American
'Optical company. Alarms were sent
out stopping transfer of the securities.
A LITTLE MERMAID'S FEAT.
Ten-Year-Old Girl Swam Mile in
Thirty-three Minutes.
Boston, Aug. *lg.—Rose Pitoneff.
aged ten years, of this city, yesterday
swam a mile in Dorchester Bay in thir
ty-three minutes. The child's per-
formance, which was witnessed and
recorded by competent judges, is be-
lieved to be the best record ever made
by a girl amateur swimmer in open
water .
A Deceitful Flower.
GoldenTod shines on the prairies,
N:aking golden fields for fairies;
Bright the blooms on verdant grasses.
Where the summer zephyr passes,
Like gold foam upon the ocean
Bending with a gentle motion.,
Nodding in the playful breezes—
List! and hark! for some one sneezes
Goldenrod's a gay deceiver,
Bearing germs that cause hay fever.
ORANGEMEN IN FIERCE RIOTS
Londonderry. Ireland, Aug 14.—
fierce orange riots, the worst in many
years, occurred here yesterday on the
occasion of the celebration of the re-
lief of Derry, which was successfully
besieged in 1689 by James II. A great
number of persons were injured, but
no deaths have ben reported.
A Bribe.
(Philadelphia Pros.)
iStinjay—Now, Miss Pechis, I've got
a box of candy here for you if—
Miss Pechis—Oh, thank you, Mr.
Stinjay; it's so kind of you— .
Stinjay--Hold on, a minute. I say I
have got a box cif candy here for you
if you will promise to be my wife.
His Specialty.
Grayce—Mr. Blinks is very popular
with the girls.
George—Knows how to make love,
I presume?
Crrayce—Not particularly. He knows
how to make money.
roc a Week for The Register,
Shampooning, Bleaching, Dyeing,
Dandruff cured by electrical treat-
-Born, to the wife of Verny moo_ ments. Body massage, Electrical
Hairdressing Parlors, 43r Jefferson*is, 1119 Clay street, boy twins. One
of the babies died soon after birth. Iltreet- .
OP'
USELESSLY AFRAID
ANONYMOUS LETTER FRIGHT-
ENS THE ERIE RAILROAD
OFFICIALS.
They Take Unusual Precautions to
Haul the President from Chau-
tauqua to Oyster Bay.
New York, Aug. I4.—That Erie rail
road officials were alarmed for the
tafety of President Roosevelt on his
way from Chautauqua to Jersey City,
on Saturday, is shown by the fact
made known yesterday, that the pres-
ident's car did not come over the main
Insteal the. Chautauqua special
was broken in two at Suffern, N. Y.,
and the presidential party was brought
in by a round-about way, over the
small branch roads.
Presiden Roosevel is said to have
objected to the unusual precautions
taken, but acquiesced when positive
orders from Preident Underwood, of
the Erie, were shown him. These or-
ders were issued as a result of a let-
ter received by the Paterson police,
which said there was a plot to blow up
the president's train, near Ridge-
wood, N. J.
The Chautauqua special was stopped
at Suffern early Saturday morning.
There was a consultation over the tel-
el,hone, followed by a consultation of
riiilroad men, at which it was decided
to send the president to SparichilE a
small town on, the Hudson, three miles
below Nyack, by a little single-tracked
road, known as the Piermont branch,
and thence into Jersey City on the
Northern railroad, a branch having its
terminus at Nyack.
President Roosevelt was awakened
and told of the change in the schedule,
as the officials did not like to take the
responsibility without his consent.
The president, after some discussion,
said that he was "In the hands of the
Frie," and, while he had no fer of his
train being wrecked on the main line,
he would do what the railroad men
thought beet.
Slow time was made over the Pier-
rnont branch and the Northern rail-
road, and extra men guarded every
part of both roads. 
•
 • la.
SEVERAL FATAL
RAILROAD COLLISIONS.
Twelve Killed and Many Wounded at
Kishmans, Ohio.
Cleveland, Aug. 14—Twelve per-
sons were killed, eight probably fa-
tally injured and a score of others
less seriously hurt in a collision be-
tween the fast eastbound Nickel Plate
passenger train and a freight at Kish.;
mans yesterday. The disaster it al-
leged to have been caused by a mis-
understanding of orders, the freight
train crew failing to obey directions
to take the siding at Kishenans and
await the passenger train.
Al! of the kilied except the engin-
eer and most of the injured were in
the smoking car, the great majority
being laborers employed by the
Standard Oil Company on their way
from Fort Seneca to Brookfield. En-
gineer Poole was killed while trying
to reach the air brake. His fireman,
Haefner, saved himself by jumping.
Kinsley, Kan, Aug. i4.—The sec-
ond section of a westbound Atchison,
Topeka and Santa Fe oassenger train
crashed into the rear end of a freight
train at Lewis early Sunday. Henry
Swartz, of Newton. Kan., fireman of
the passengen train, and a yaadman
named Steegle, were killed and En-
gineer Ramsey of the passenger train
was seriously injured.
Toluido, Aug. 14.—Two Wheeling
and Wabash freight trains collided
head-on near Fremont Sunday, and
Brakeman George Wells. of Norwalk,
and George Peek, of Toledo, were
killed. Failure of the westbound
train to get orders to stop at Clyde
is claimied to be responsible.
GUEST OF WANAMAKER.
Booker T. Washington Dines With
Former Cabinet Member.
Saratrwa,N. Y., Aug. t4.—Booker
T. Washington's appearance St
Sunday in great dining room of the
United States hotel reaited-a mild sew-
station among the diners. Washing-
ton was the guest of John Varramak-
er, former po-trnaster general. and act
ed as escort for Mks. Barclay Warbur-
ton, Mr. Wanamaker's daughter, while
MT. Wanamaker walked to rthe table
J. H. E. Roberts.
Not Guilty.
(New York Times./
Miss Oldmaid (purchasing music)—
Have you "Kissed Me in the Moon-
light 1"
Mat. Dopentitt—Why---er—no. It
must have been the other clerk.
Let Her Do It.
Take your wifey, ere she's roasted,
To the seaside for a spell;
But take this from one who's posted—
Don't you pick out the hotel.
Henry Marnmen, Jr.. the reliable
book manufacturer, Blank Books.
Job and Edition binding. The only
exclusive book binder is Paducah
Library work a specialty.
The Louisville
Evening Post--
An Independent Newspaper at the
Rate of Only
25e PER MONTH BY MAIL.
A department for everybody.
FAIREST EDITORIALS,
BEST POLITICAL ARTICLES,
BEST MISCELLANY,
BEST SHORT STORIES,
BEST BOOK REVIEWS,
BEST CHILDREN'S PAPER,
BEST HOME NEWS,
BEST CONDENSED NEWS,
BEST MARKET REVIEWS,
BEST OF EVERYTHING.
PRICE BY MAIL:
ONE YEAR $3.00
SIX MONTHS 
 $2.00
THREE MONTHS 
ONE MONTS 
 50c
Sample copy if you_ wish.
Address CirculationDept.,
THE EVENING POST,
Louisville, Ky.
ANY MAN MAY
create an estate in an hour that would
require a long life to earn otherwise,
by protecting his life in the North-
western. Mutual Lift, the best com-
pany in America.
C. B. Hatfield
Genera) Manager.
Four Gents a Pound
SEND YOUR ROUGH DRY
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUND SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY. OLD PHONE tars.
6REEN GRAY
"The Old Reliable Barber," the
"King of Razors," has moved from
408 Broadway to tog South Fourth
street (red front) and wishes to wel
come all his old friends and custom-
erg.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
(Homeopathist)
Office, 306 Broadway—Phone 130.
Residence, 8ig Broadway.
Phone toe
S. W. Arnold
The real estate agents, has Szysose
worth of city property for sale and
thirty-five farms; also three safes.
Houses for rent.
Telephone, old. 1665.
D. 0. u'ARK
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
PADUCAH. KY.
General Practice.
208-210 Fraternity Building.
Office also Park Bld'g, Mayfield Ky.
D. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 3o6 Broadway.
Democratic Speaking.
The city candidates for the various
offices to be voted for at. the demo-
cratic primary Aug. at will speak at
o. i.ving-Tri—ne and PNce. tier-FiOdi
invited to come out and hear them.
The speakings will occur at 8 o'clock
p. m. at the places and on the dates
below given;
Fire station, corner Jones and
Tenth streets, August 15.
Savage voting place, corner Six-
teenth and Monroe, Augin.it 16.
County court house, August 17.
Market house, August 18.
City hall, August 19.
Come one, come ail, and bring your
friends and hear what they have to
say. Every citizen should be inter-
ested in the affairs of the municipal
government of his city. Bring your
wives and children; nothing will be
said or done that will mar the tender-
est refinement of the hearers.
No Heat Now
To cause the fresh paint to blister.
Painting done now will stay painted
;f we do the work.
Warren & Son, 114 North Sixth.
Phone 541-A.
For perfection and !rarity smoke
Elk Dream IOC Cigar.
Do You Want Jo Rent
Buy or Sell Real Estate Or
Insure Your Property?
CONSULT THIS COMPANY. NO REAL ESTATE TRANSACTION
OF ANY KIND TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL TO BE HANDLED
IN OUR PLACE. WE HAVE A THOROUGH EQUIPMENT; EX-
PERT INFORMATION AND PROMPT SERVICE. EITHER CALL,
TELEPHONE, WIRE OR WRITE
S. T. RAN DLE, Manager
.0J
MECHANICS' A_N_D FARMERS' SAVINGS BANK—REAL ESTATE
DEPARTMENT
Does Your
 
Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class job by an
expert workman? If you do take
It to
John j. 131eich, leweler.
224 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
4-4-4•4-1.11.-1.-1-4.4444-144.4•144-1-4.4-1-4-4.44-4-14-1-1-H.+4-4-1-4-4++++++++++41
J E. COULSON,
...P LUMBING...
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 529 Broadway.
111+11
 GLOBE BANK ti TRUST CO
Of Padue-R,h, Kentucky,
Capital and Surplus $1/55,c000
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in firs
proof vault for rent at $3 to $ito per year u to shoe. You carry your own
key and no one but yourself has access.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fuie modern hotel is now open under a: new
management for guests at the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best accommodations at reasonable rates
Price Bros. & CO.,
Dawson Springs, Kentucky:
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT : :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, itlion TRIMB1.E ST., PADUCAH, KY.
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe'
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones 111
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
e4 •
4
•
40
.•
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam ,:Boiler- .4
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369, - - Residence Phone 726
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385—Residence 1696
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SPLIT RATIFIED
REFERENDUM VOTE OPENS
WAY TO NORWAY—SWE-
DEN DIVORCE.
Norwegian Cabinet Officer Says Out-
come Was Expected and Vote
s Averts War.
'Christiana, Aug. i4.—The national
referendum on the dissolution of the
'union between Norway and Sweden,
lhe1d today, was overwhelmingly for
diesiolution. Of 450,000 voters 320,000
coat ballots, and estimates based on
the retorns at this time show that
one person in about 3,000 voted
against dissolution. There was great
enthneiasan everywhere.
The two countries, through their
respective parliaments, now are in a
position, as a result of the plebiscite
—the Norwegian storthing having
voted several weeks ago to diswilve
I the union—to go on with negotia-
tions concerning the conditions under
which Sweden is willing to see an in-
dependent government established for
the sister nation. '
'An overwhelming vote was expect-
ed in favor of dissolution, the ques-
tion submitted to the Norwegian peo-
ple being stated as an isolated fact,
and not as a link in the chain of con-
ditions set up by the special sonanit-
ter of the Swedish rikedag. The elec-
torate was to vote "yes" or "no" on
this propsition.
"Do you favor a dissolution of the
'union with Sweden?"
Council In Power.
The storthing, on June 7, passed
resr4utions abrogating the union, set-
ting forth that King Oscar had de-
clared himself unable to eetzblisb a
-new government for the country. 'A
provincial government was set up in
the resolutions, the power formerly
0 vested in the king being placed in the
hands of the members of the former
council of state, who previously had
resigned.
Following the resignation of the
Swedish cabinet July as, when a com-
mittee ei the nia-daia reported ad-
versely to the government bill con-
cerning the Norway crisis, the Swed-
ish parliament signified its willingness
to negotiate for a dissolution if the
people of Norway declared in favor
of - through the referendum. But
in the event of a dissolution of the
union Sweden was to insist on the
following terms:
• t. The establishment of a zone on
each isle of the frontier separating
the kingdom, within which the exist-
ing fortifications *hall be razed and
new fortifications may not be erect-
ed.
1. The right NI, pasturing reindeer
belonging to Swedish Laplanders in
North Norway.
a. That the transit trade through
both esitintries shall be secured against
unjustifiable obstriectkin.
4- That the status of Sweden in re-
spect es foreign powere as estab-
lished by treaty shall be dearly de-
fined so that Sweden shall be com-
pletely freed from responsibility for
Norway to other states.
t Athough it had voted the union die-
*bleed the storthing, on July 28, vot-
ed for the referendum, on the sole
ground that it would enable foreign
nations to understand fully the real
standpoint of the Norwegian people.
ahlweigh the action of the Swedish
rikediag only a day or two before may
have been influential with the Nor-
wegian ',statesmen.
Norway for Peace.
"The result surpasses the most san-
Iguine expectations," said one of the
cabinet members. "The next official
steps will be taken after the storthing
meets on Aug. 21, when the result of
the plebiecite will be communicated
to Sweden through the Swedish cab-
inet and riksidag. The storthing will
repeat the request that the riksdag
declare the riksekt inoperative and
the union dissolved. The storthing
alse gasil express a willingness to ne-
goeate concerning,
engsme
CORDIAL INVITATION1 MOST GIGANTIC
ADDRESSED TO WORKING GIRLS
MANUFACTURERS OF TROLLEY
Mies Barrows Tells How Mrs. Pink.
hana's Advice Helps Working Girls CARS PLANNING CONSOLI-
DATION.
POST-OFFICE DISCONTINUED.
Epperson no Longer One of Uncle
Sam's Mail Depositories.
s The Epperson post-office has been
s'discontinued, Postereaseer j. W. Trout-
man, having received notice Monday
frprn the Postmaster General. Ep-
person is in this county, near the
Benton road. It was one of the old-
est in the country.
The rural delivery route No. 3.
which goes out by Epperson to the
county line and back the Cals^ert City
road to Paduch, enraree with it the
territory that section supplied by the
Epperson post-office, hence for the
lack of patronage the post-office is
cut out.
The creation of the rural route sys-
tem has caused many post-offiees
throughout the country to be discon-
tinued.
The Third-Street Work.
f _ • "
The construction work on South
Third street is progressing rapidly.
s If the weather remains favorable the
work will be finished earlier than ex-
pected. Three block § are already
bricked. and the fourth one to Kant-
leiters is almost completed. The side-
walk is also being pushed along. ,
Girls who work
are particularly
susceptible to fe-
male disorders,
especially those
who are obliged
to stand on their
feet from morn-
ing until night in
stores or facto-
ries. —
Day in and day
out the girl Soils,
and she is often the bread-winner of
the family. Whether she is Sick or
well, whether it rains or shines, she
must get to her place of employment,
perform the duties exacted of her—
smile and be agreeable.
Among this class the symptoms of
female angeluses are early manifest by
weak and aching backs, pain in the
lower limbs and lower part of the
stomach. In consequence of frequent
wetting of the feet, monthly periods
become painful and irregular, and fre-
quently there are faint and dizzy spells,
with loss of appetite, until life is 11
burden. All of these symptoms point
to a derangement of the female organ-
ism which can be easily and promptly
cured by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeta-
ble Compound.
. Miss Abby F. Barrows, Nelsonville,
Athens Co., Ohio, tells what this great
medicine did for her. She writes:
Dear Mrs. Pinkbami—
, "I feel it my duty to tell you the good
Lydia B.Mkham's vegetable Ccisnpound
and Blood Forifiar have dome for me. Before
I took them I was very nervous, had dull
hsedachsa_pains in back, and monthlies were
Irregular, Thad been to several doctors, and
they _did toe no 
good.“your I ae has made me well and
strong. I can do most any kind of work
without complaint, and my periods are all
right.
•'l am in teeter health than I ever was,
and I know it is ab due to your remedies. I
massed your &drive and medicine to all
who suffer.”
It is to such girls that Mrs. Pink-
ham holds out a helping hand and ex-
tends a cordial invitation to oorrespond
with her. Her long record of success
In treating woman's ills makes her let-
ters of advice of untold value to every
ailing working girl, and from her wide
experience and skill she quickly pointa
the way to health. Her advice is free,
and all letters are held by her in
the strictest confidence. Address, MIS.
Pinkhain, Lynn, Maas.
Light Hundred Representatives to
Meet in Philadelphia Next
Month.
TEN MILLIONS
SPENT ALREADY
Philadelphia, Aug. 14—Eight hun-
dred of the heads of the largest firms
in the country engaged in the manu-
facture of trolley cars have engaged
rooms in a local 'hotel for the eecond
oeek in' September for a convention
that is looked forward to with deep
interest by the business men as being
the possible forerunner of one io.f the
greatest consolidations of recent years
K. C. Mciaunton, superintendent of
the Westinghouse Electric company,
aod E. H. Gale, president of the Gen-
eral Electric company of Schnectady,
N. Y., have, each engaged thirty rooms
The 'National Air Brake company has
thirty rooms and dozens of firms that
appear as competitive bidders in mak-
ing the body of trolley cars are to be
located in adjoining apartments, in
engaging which demands have been
made that they- must adjoin those of
some other firm.
Members of the J. G. Brill company
of this city, one of the largest manu-
facturers of car bodies irs the world,
decline to discuss consolidation ru-
mors, but it is an open secret that
members of this firm have held numer-
ous conferences during the last six
months with representatives of other
large car concerns, and that by absorb
ing works at St. Louis and Elizabeth-
port a beginning ha* at least been
made toward a general consolidation.
Among other firms that have engaged
more than ten rooms for their officers
are the Blain-Scholtz company, the
Lorain company, the Massachusetts
Chemical company, the Consolidated
Car Heating csmpany, the Diff Man-
ufacturing company, The Standard
Paint company and the Louisville Rail
road company.
Upon Panama Canal and Construc-
tion Bonds are Near.
Washington, Aug. 14--Inquiry
among officials of the Isthmian Ca-
nal Comniesion elicits the fact that
nearly all of the Sto,000,000 appropri-
ated by congress in isioa for the initi-
ation of the canal work has been
spent. It will soon be necessary for
the Secretary of the Treasury to be-
gin the issuance of bonds for the car-
rying on of the construction. Sup-
plies have been purchased in immense
auantities during the last year. The
perchasd of two ships alone cost Si,-
300o000.
BOYCOTT BECOMING
POLITICAL.
Soo-Chow Reports Antiforeigri Out-
break is Feared.
Shanghai, 'Aug. 14.—Soo Chow re-
ports that the anti-American boycott
is ass/inning a political character. An
anti-foreign outbreak is feared.
Only the Northern Chinese author-
ities are sternly repressing the move-
ment. The Viceroy of Nanking ap-
parently is undecided what steps to
take.
Soo Chow has a population of 1,-
000,000, and is situated in the most
populous district of China, tae miles
southeast of Nanking.
A GOLF COURSE.
Links May be Laid Off at Wallace
Park, it is Said.
It is understood that there is a
movement on foot to lay out a golf
course at Wallace Park as soon as
the encampment is over. Although
golf has never been played in Padu-
cah, there are many devotees of the
sport here, among the young men
and young ladies, who have attended
the eastern colleges, where the game
is played extensively'. It ie thought
that when the links are completed a
club house will be erected nearby for
the convenience of the players.
GIFT FOR CATHEDRAL.
Donor Provides for Completion of
Kentucky Church.
Cincinnati, Aug. ta.—A donation
of Stoo,000 fpr the completion of the
Roman Catholic Cathedral at Cov-
ington, Ky., was announced Sunday
by Archbietwsp Mat% of that city.
The cathedral has been in course of
construction since 1894, a total of
$300,000 having beets expended on it.
Nicholas Walsh, of Cincinnati, is said
to have made the gift, but the name
of the donor was not announced offi-
daily. '
Mayfield Pastor Resigns.
Elder Roger L. Clark, pastor of the
Christian chorch at Mayfield, ten-
dered' his resignation Sunday, much
to the surprise of the congregation
and members of his church. The res-
ignation is to take effect October rst.
It is understood that he has a call
from Salt Lake City, Utah. He ha%
been in Mayfield for several years,
and .married there. f
AN ERROR CORRECTED.
Facts as to Why E. R. Eaton Was
Here on the 3d.
On the ad inst. a sensational suit
was filed in the circuit court here
against Mr. E. R. Eaton, of Mt. Ver-
non, Ill., by one Mime Ethel May
Smith, of Metropolis, Ill., the daugh-
ter of Capt. J. W Smith, the suit be-
ing fileel in the name of T. H. Dale,
as her next friend. In the publica-
tion of the suit that appeared in this
paper, on August 3 last, it was stated
that Mr. Eaton W29 here for the pur-
pose of compromising that wit. Mr.
Eaton is now here, and says that the
above- statement is a mistake. He
says that while here for a short time
on his way to Dawson Springs to
recuperate from a spell of fever he
was much surprised to be served with
a ,sotntnons in the snit of Miss Ethel
Mhy Smith against him. He says he
had never heard of any grievance on
the part of Miss Smith before that
time, and that 'he was not here for
the purpose of ccmipromising such
alit, and had no thought of doing so.
He say, he will be able to answer
the allegations set out in Miss
Smith's petition at the proper time
and place.
Mr. Eaton says that while here the
other day, when it was stated that he
vita here for the purpose of compro-
mising said suit, he Was in consulta-
tion with his attorney with reference
to the libel proceedings against the
steamer Charleston. The Eaton Lum-
ber Conioany, of Which Mr. Eaton is
a member, and Capt. J. R. Smith,
father of Miss Ethel May. were own-
ers of the steamer Charleston, and
the Eaton Lumber Company, on the
scl of August, filed libel proceedings
and tied up said boat at this point for
the purpose of obtaining a sale there-
of and enforcing the collection of a
debt owing to the Eaton Lumber
Company by the steamer Charleston.
Mr. Eaton says that the charges
made by Mies- Smith in 'her sent are
absolutely untrue; that at the proper
time he will show why Miss Smith
was discharged by him. He says that
certainly no personal grievance could
have inspires, the filing of such a suit.
VOLCANO FOUND IN NEVADA.
Is in Active Operation, Threwing Out
Lava and Rocks.
The Most Complete Rubberl Tire Plant
In The City.
THE BUGGY SEASON IS ON. WE HAVE THE MOST COM-
PLETE LINE IN THE CITY. OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS
RUNNING NIGHT AND DAY. LET US RE-RUBBER YOUR
WHEELS WITH THE BEST GRADE OF MORGAN & WRIGHT,
TWO-WIRE RUBBER TIRES AT THE LOWEST PRICES. WE
ALSO HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF HARNESS, SADDLES, BRI-
DLES AND, IN FACT, EVERYTHING IN HORSE AND MULE
JEWELRY, BUGGIES, PHAETONS, SURRIES, RUN-ABOUTS AND
SPRING-WAGONS
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSE
STOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU PURCHASE.
SALES ROOMS NO. 212 BROADWAY; WAREHOUSE NO.
MEYERS STREET; WAREHOUSE NO. 2, THIRD AND MONROE.
JOHN G. REHKOPF BUGGYCO.
$.4+4414/44
Qie4 4 saa
„Steamboats z
.1-4110.16fL"-HL"‘{-4Gif +•6
Reno, Nev., Aug 14.—A" volcano
throwing off molten lava and in ac-
tive operation hag been discovered
in Nevada, by Messrs. McClure.
Wtheeler and Seamier!, cattlemen of
Love Lock.
The volcano it located in Rye
Patch, Humboldt county. Although
that section has been traversed for
years, the crater Itze just been found.
The men were in search of cattle
when they came upon the stream of
lava, and tracing it to its source, lo-
cated the volcano. The rocks for
'some distance around were so hot
that they could not touch them with'
their bare hands. Distinct rumblings
accompany the flow of lava.
Will Meet Wednesday.
The Boatel of Public Works will
meet Wednesday afternoon at 4
o'clock to attend to many important
business matters before the board.
Excursions
St Louis and Tenessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursien out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to ieunessee river
and return.
and gtorfoPd of Pleawsr d
Ii a 
t.emakeitable; m[ 5(1 TON
BARRY & HENNEBERGER
r, BOTH PHONES]
SOLE AGENT FOR
LUZERNE COAL.
•
AUGUST DELIVERY.
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each l flhl
Wednesday and Saturday at s p.
For other information apply to Jas.
K.oger, Superintendent; Frank
Brown, lk 'mat EDGAR tiNV!,WHITTEIVIORE,
LUMP lie
EGG 
 lie
NUT  lor
NOTIeE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
Sto1.7es eazd
Ftirrzittare.
Buy anything and sell everything
218-220 C01111 at. Old phone z31111
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
W. Mike Oliver. Geo. W. Oliver.
Benton, Ky. Paducah, Ky.
Thos B. McGregory,
Benton, Ky.
OLIVER, OLIVER
& mcGREGOR
LAWYERS,
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room Ha Fraternity Building.
New Phone "4. Old Phone 3o3.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN .
Phone 196. acio1/2 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY.
Dry Hot Air Baths given when in-
dicated.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence 296 Office ass
ALDEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law;
Room NO. s. Columbia Building
bnd :DEAL'S grchsvra
Phone, 136-Ted.
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADOCAll REAL ESTAT-t. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. EAS1P
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR ET.
EDG A R W. WEITTEMOR.E. Paducah. Mo.
HEATI NG
Hot Water - - Steam
I have the facilities for installing a
water plant in your store or home so
you an estimate on what it will cost to
complete steam or hot
why not let me make
have it done in the right
way. Material and workmanship guaranteed first class.
ED. D. HANNAN.
1
Everyone Invited
TQ USE THE NEW PHONE WHEN TELEPHONING TO THE
CAMP. , • ss
. Express Service,
WE HAVE MADE SPECIAL A RRANGEMENTS TO HANDLE
ALL CAMP CALLS PROMPTLY. jaalkommisiougaINtigaihrai
•if
Peoples' Independent Telephone Co.
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Tuesday Morning, Aug. 15, 1905.
It is announced from Washington
that the "stand patters" have decided
that all the efforts to call the tariff
question up before the corning con-
gress must and shall be defeated with-
out any parleying by the house. In
other words the majority within that
body is going to be told to squelch
any and all disposition to discuss the
tariff in the house either by the min-
ority or the few republican tariff-
ites even if a gag rule has to be re-
sorted to. But the advocates of tariff
will not be so easily squelched as the
'stand patters" seem to think. There
will be a discussion of the tariff at the
coming congress in spite of the bar-
ons and their hirelings. Of this the
people can rest asured.
The ecolsst between Senator Car-
snack and ex-Gov. Bob Taylor, of
Tennessee, over the senatorial succes-
sion has reached an intereating ?stage.
One strong county has ordered a psi-
Teary between the two candidates and
the members of the legislature will be
Instructed to vote for the one on
whom the choice falls. The primary
was induced by friends of Taylor,
who has been asking for a state pri-
mary, and it is said other counties
which favor him will follow suit to an
extent that will make a state primary
vec4s,sary.
Georgia has decided to increase the
liquor license of the state from $.20o
to $500. This will not only give the
state about jaciosioo more revenue but
will cut out many of the doggerels
which are to be found in the state in
spite of its very good laws governing
saloons. The states are rapidly find-
ing out that high license is the best
safeguard as to saloons, and many of
them are 
•
doing as Georgia hais just
clone.
The peace conference at Ports-
mouth, N.. H., has reached the wind-jaming stage. It seems now that both
delegations are playing for time or are
disposed to bluff one another. There-
fore any kind of opinion as to the ter-
 
 
nination_of the conference is as good
as the next one. The result apparent-
ly is all gueas, though Russia is more
clearly on the anxious seat than Japan
The vote of the Norwegians Sun-.
my for a dissolution of the union withs Sweden was practically so near unani-
mous that it is not putting it too
strong to say it was unanimous. His-
tory perhaps shows no other question
of state wherein the vote was so one-
sided as the vote in question. It is
now up to Sweden to give NcIrrwaythe divorce wanted or there will be a
•
Coroner J. F. Crow was taken illyesterday morning, and has sincebeen confined to his bed. Lung trou-ble seems to be his ailment, and fora while his condition was somewhatalarming to his family. 'His son, Mr.Charles Grow, is acting coroner,
Coroner Crow Ill.
BOARD OF HEALTH
Bounced at Joint Council
Meeting Last Night.
SF-R-SION CALLED TO
SETTLE A DISPUTE.
Cairo Has Raised Question as to Who
Had Power Here to Sign
Health Certificates.
ANOTHER MEETING
FOR FRIDAY NIGHT.
A joint meeting of the council and
aldermen occurred last night in re-
spoons& to a ball made by Mayor Yel-
ser yesterday afternoon after receiv-ing the following telegram:
Cairo, Aug. 14, 1905.Mayor Paducah, Ky.:
Illinois state board of health is ad-
v'aied by Kentucky state board ofhealth certificates issued in Paducahare official only when signed by Drs.Stewart or Graves.
"GEO. THOS. PALMER,
"Assistant Secretary."
Mayor Yeiser was elected' tempor-
ary chairman and took the chair. Hestated the object of the meeting wasto settle the discord, strife and trou-ble that appeatsed to prevail betweenPresident of the Board of HealthPendley and City Health Officer W.T. Graves regarding who had the au-thority to issue health certificates.After an address and iopinions fromDr. A. T. McCormack, assistant secre-tary of the state board of health, ofFowling Green, and other physicians,on motion of Alderman A. W. Greif,the members by a vote of 17 to 3 de-clared that there was no board ofhealth in Paducah.
Then, by a vote of 17 to 4, a meet-ing was called for Friday night atwhich time the records of the meetingat which the present board was elect-ed shall be read and the city solicitoris instructed to produce the law per-taining to said hoard and a decision asto whether the election of the board
was legal or not. The statute pre-scribes that with a city of over !novopopulation there shall be six memberselects* on the board of health by thecouncil. Two are to hold one year,two hold two years and two hold threeyears.
If the present board is declared le-gal the old board will be re-elected, aslast night's meeting was only as acommittee meeting and does not meanfinal actiOn. The main object was todetermine who had the authority toissue health certificates, and as it re-mains at present City Health OfficerGraves and County Health Officer Dr.P. H. Stewart are the only physicianswho can i.-sue an official certificate.The question was brought up as towhether Dr. Pendley, as county phy-sician and president of the board ofhealth, would be disqualified to holdboth offices, and City Solicitor JamesCampbell, Jr., decided that they were1 Ilcom pat ibl e
Mayor Yeiser announced that hehad informed Dr. Pendlet that in hisopinion the health officer INZ S the onlyperson legalized to issue a health cer-tificate. The mayor also stated thath.. had a talk with Dr. Palmer, aasist-ant secretary of the Cairo board ofhealth, and that the Cairo physicianspoke regarding the persons on thesteamer Hoxie being granted healthcertificates Sunday.
Dr. Pendley, who issued them, stat-ed that he issued them on being toldby those on board the boat that theyhad not been in -the yellow fever dis-tricts, but had left Mississippi thirtydays and as they ali appeared in ahealth condition he saw no harm in is-suing certificates. Dr. Pendley sayshe did not know at the thne that theboat had been refused permission toland in Cairo.
Dr. McCormack said that he did notbelieve in. health certificates but didbelieve in a person when traveling inquarantine districts., should be pro-vided with a record of where they hadbeen for the past five days, as yellowfever always shows, in that tittle.Dr. McCormack declared in his opinion that Paducah should not quaran,tine, but do as Bowling Green did in1878, open wide the doors and invitethe refugees to come and live and Po-tate with us.
Other than the above no mentionwas made of the city establishing aquarantine, but at the adjournment ofthe joint body Mayor Yeiscr said thate should certainly declare a quaran-tine.
Persons desiring health certificatescan get them at I)r. Graves' officewithout any charge.
Accidentally Shot.The three-year
-old son of Mr. Cun-ningham, of Thirteenth and Monroestreets), was accidentally shot in tbearse yesterday by Mr. Robertson, wholives just across the street. M. Rob-ertson was shooting at a chicken witha 22-cal4er rifle and the ball glancedand struck the child. The injury wasonly a slight flesh wound.
Rev. W. H. Pinkerton will returnto Benton today to resume the revivalhe is conducting there.
TA-11K- 0  FIGHT
 IS ON'
Reduction Measures Must
Perish In House.
"STAND PATTERS" SAY
THIS IS THEIR FATE.
Dalzell Is Tipped to Succeed Hernen-
way at the Head of the Appro-
priation Committee.
THE ORGANIZATION
IS PERFECTED.
Washington, Aug. I4.—The tarifffight is on. The stand-patters are taking no chances but are organizing
their forces to prevent any tariff leg-islation at the coming session of con-gress. By the time congress con-
venes•the high tariff men will haveperfected a splendid organization. with
which to fight the tariff reform move-
merit.
The plan is to squelch tariff legisla-tion in the house of representatives.The stand-patters do not care to trust
their old-time dodge by having tarifflegislation killed in the senate. The
word has gone out that tariff reformbills must be killed in the house in
committe, if positble.
It Is part of the program that the
new committees of the house of rep-
resentatives flail be made up with the
view to suppressing tariff reductionbills. Speaker Cannon is the Gibral-ter on whom the high protection lead-
ers are relying. They believe that the
speaker has the power to defeat bills
aimed at the present schedules.
In this traergency the speaker isproving true to his high protectionideals. He is standing like a stone
wall against any tinkering with thetariff. In the past be never has hesi-tated to use the machinery at Ira com-
mand to carry out his ideas of legis-lation.
It is said that in the formation ofthe new committee John Derizell, ofPennsylvania, will succeed James E.Hernenway atkthe head of the appro-priations committee. There has been
no authoritative announcement to thiseffect, but the protection interests aredemanding that be be appointed. Dal-
ztil is the principal high priest of pro-tection in congresa He is the spec-ial congressional champion of a° hightariff, and he has beers kept in office
many years because of the good heis capable of achieving for this pro-tected "barons." If be should havehis way the tariff would be raised afew more points all around. Dalzell
and Cannon have not trained together.At times there has been an apparent
coldness between them, but Cannonhas always respected Dalzell for hisability.
The scheme of the high tariff menis to get control of the committee on
ways and means and the connnitteeon appropriations—the committeethat raises the revenue and the com-
mittee that spends it. If Dalzell's ap-pointment is secured both committe swill be in, the hands of the friends ofhigh protection. Chairman Sir-repo E.Payne, of the wars and meant; com-mittee, is a stand-patter of the mostpronounced type.
In gra preliminary skirmishes priorto the meeting of congress the stand-patters undoubtedly are scoring. Ifthey succeed in getting the house or-,ganized as they desire, they will haveno fears of the tariff reform wave.
RESPECTED LADY DIES.
Mrs. Eliza Rice Expired Yesterday
After a Brief Illness.
Miss Eliza Rice, aged 50 years, diedyesterday afternoon about 2 o'clockat the home of her sister, Mrs. Simp-son, to5o Harrison street, after a lin-gering illness of two months of fever.She was born in Virginia and 'haslived 23 years in Paducah. The de-ceased was a daughter of the lateAzaria Rice, and leaves four sisters,and three brothers, as follows: MrsSimpson, of the city; Mrs. GeorgeBascoe, of Princeton; Mrs. Staffordand Mrs. P. M. Bukey; Messrs, JimRice, of Kuttawa; George Rice, ofPrinceton, and Rohiert Rice, of Hav-er Hill, Mo. The body will be ship-ped to Princeton axlpy at Iwo.
An Infant Dies.
The infant daughter of Mr. andIVIks. Claude C. Baker, tito Monroe
street, died at 8:3o &clock last night,
after a short illness. The burial willtake place at eolo o'clock this morn-ing at Oak Grove cemetery.
Fell Beneath a Train.
M. Sterling, Ky., Aug. 14.—JerryMcIntosh, aged thirty-five, cdndirctor
on a Lexington and Eastern' freighttrain, fell under the ears at Athol,
Breathitt county, and was so badlyinjured that death resulted in a fewhours.
•
A Death at Mame.
Archie Hines, aged 13 years, son of
Mk. L. S. Hines, of Maaeac, this
county, died Senday of peritonitis.
The burial took place Monday. The
father is dangerously ill of cancer.
NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
We have just opened an up-to-date and well stockedf hardware de-partment for our establishment, and are carrying—alm'-am—Mathstock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes:
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware,"Gran-iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools.Wire Nails, Builders'Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by theleading houses of the country.
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with lead-inghouses, we are in position to give the best for the least money.Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.
U. Rehkopt Saddlery Co.,
109 South 2nd Street, Paducah, Kentuc
IN NEW ORLEANS
(Concluded From Page One.)
had been promptly reported and all
modern precautions taken. Enoughtime has passed to have permitted in-fected mosquitoes to spread the infec-tion from that house, but a house tohouse canvass shows that there is not
another case in the town, which has apopulation of 20,000 and 19 a part ofNew Orleans.
The federal authorities have begun
a root-to-room inspection of the whok
city. That has already been done inthe originally infected area but it is
now being done in every ward and itis expected to turn up every concealed
case of fever that exists.
Examining Coast Towne.Mobile, Ala., Aug. 14.—Dr. W. II.Sanders, state health officer,. and Dr.Chas. A. Mohr, secretary, left this
morning for a thorough and complete
examination of the coast towns alongthe Louisville & Naelniile railroad.The purpose of their visit is to ascer-tain exactly the existing conditions ineach town. After making the inspec-tion it is more than probable a decis-ion will be reached with reference tothe raising of quarantines againstthem.
THE FURY OF A
MADDENED WOMAN.
Twice Assaulted Man With Pistols
and Once With Knife.
Rushville, Ind., Aug. Ia.—Follow-ing the tragui death of Norman Cook,a farm hands
 at the home of WesleyBurkhert seven miles south of hese,Mrs. Ann Burkhert, wife of WesleyBurkhert, was arrested and lodged injail here. By her own statements the
woman shot at Cook seven 'times, five
allots taking effect. She then inflicted
a deep gash across the back of his
neck with a knife. Cook died threehours after the shooting without re-gaining consciousness, except to callfor a drink of water.
Mrs. Ourkhert says she went to an
upstairs room shortly after dark andthat she found Cook in the room.
Cook had formerly worked on theirfarm, and the woman knew him. Itis intimated he insulted her. She
rushed down stairs, she said, got a
thirty-two caliber revolver and allot
at him four tirne3, all shots taking ef-fect. One bullet entered his stomach,two in 'his right side, one in his rig4fthand and one in his right leg. The
husband heard the shots and took the
revolver away from the woman. She
got arroilher revolver and shot at
Cook three times more and the hus-
band took that revolver away from
her. While the husband went to the
barn to hide the revolver the woman
says he slashed the dying man
across the neck.
The neighbors who were called
sent for the coroner, and he in turn,
after trying to save the wounded
man's life, summoned Sheriff Bain-
bridge from Rushville, who took the
woman into custody.
SUICIDE OF AGED WOMAN.
Hanged Herself at Home in Wash-
ington County, Ky.
Springfield, Ky., Aug. 14. -Mrs.
Tli•ymas Lowboy committed suiRcide
by hanging herself at her home in
this county, near Pulliam, about four-
teen miles north of here. She was
seventy-live years old and was 'high-ly respected. She and her litiehand
had been married over fifty years and
had reared a large family, all of whom
are married and away from home.
She hanged herself upstairs by tying
a rape around a rafter and swinging
off a bed. When 'her husband re-
Owned from Iii, labor lie found 'her
hanging with 'her feet a few inches
from the floor.
Daily Store News From
611111111[S.
This space will advertise daily bargains. Lookit over before you start shopping.
TODAY
Lot of Crash for Towels, worth 754c per yard for 5c
Lot of pure Linen Crash, soft finish, worth toe per yard,for 
•••••• O 
 
• 
• • .6 1-2c
Lot of Bleached
,•••• -•••
for 
• 
• .1 • • • . •
I Lot of Hand Woven Russian
for 
Russian Crash, worth tot per yard.
• • •7 1 2e
Crash, worth zsc per yard,
 12 1-2c
..... -••••10c
• • •
z Lot of Towels, 111134 inches. worth isc, for
Lot of Fringed Cotton Huck Towels, extra heavy, 1131.40
in., worth toe, for Sr
1 Lot of Pure Linen Towels, knotted fringe, in white and color
ed borders, size 447.23 in., worth 35c, for 
z Lot Huck Towels, size 36118 in., worth zaaic, now 
15c
Lot of Bath Towels, size 44224 in., for 
 25c
9c
Special prices On
Jill Cable Linens.
L.611-HRIL & CO
The Old Reliable
St. Bernard Mining Co.,
Has REDUCED THE PRICE OF
COAL to:
NUT, 10c.
LUMP, 11c.
Now is the time to have your coal
house filled.
We have the best coal in the city.
City Office 123 South First Street.
BOTH PHONES.
J. T. Bishop, M'gr.
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ARE WALKING OFF
Vincennes Tnkes Two More
From Infants.
THE INFANTS LOST
EIGHT STRAIGHT GAMES.
The Tadpoles and Indiana Didn't Play
Yesterday at Cairo on Acount
of Rain.
LAND REPORTED SOLD,
BUT REPORT DOUBTED,
How They Stand.
W. IL Pet:4,, Vincennes 
 
16 8 .667
Paducah ..... 
 
. 14 9 .609Cairo , II 12 
-477,4
Princeton 
 6 18 .226
Yesterday's Results.
(Paducah-Cairo game postponed;
rain.
• Vincennes 3, Princeton 2. (First
game.)
Vincennes 3, Princeton 2. (Second
game.)
4
4sf
Today's Schedule.
Paducah at Vincennes.
Cairo at Princeton.
Rained Out.
Cairo. IlL, Aug. 14.—No game a'as
played today between Paducah and
Cairo on account of rain.
•
Alices SA Winning.
Vincesnes, Ind., Aug. i4.—The lo-
-eats won two games this afternoon
from Princeton, one being a post-
poned game of Saturday. The sco.-es
of each game were the same. .he
strmlmary of the first game was:
R. H. F.
;Vincennes 
 3 12 2
Princeton 
 2 11 0
Matteson;63atteries—Whitley and
Carnes and Downing.
The summary of the second game
was.
0 RUE.
Vincennes 
 3 4 1
PadIscah 
 2
 4 5
Batteries—Whitley and Matteson;
Carnes and Downing.
SUNDAY GAMES.
Muff Lost for Cairo.
(Paducah won Sunday's game from
x_siro in the ninth inning, when Taaie
ittrcyped Potts fly, on which Taylor
treorect. South was hard hit but he
halo them well scattered. Cairo had
a 15 fle bunch of errors. South was
put out of the game in the eighth in-
ning for disputing the umpire. Brahic
finished the game, not allowing a bit.
3 he summa r y ;
R. H. E.
Paducah 
 
3 3 0
Cairo 
 
1 9 7
Batteries—South, Brahic and Land;
Lane and Lemon.
Ten Innings.
The game between Princeton and
Vincennes. Sunday, went ten innings.
The former's errors were respontible
for its defeat. The 'summary: '
R. H. E.
Vincennes 
 
8 2
Princeton . 3 6 8
'Batteries—Duggan and Matteson;
Seeker and Downing.
The L. A. L.'s Trip.
The L. A. L's arrived home last
right from their trip through South-
east' Missouri, where they played eight
gatne and lost all. The last one
was played at New Madrid, Mo., Sun-
day afternoon, New Madrid, winning
by the score of JO to 9. Block and
Piaci( did the battery work for the L.
'A. L.'s. and Wallace and Hunter for
New Madrid. The local boys went up
against teams having from three to
tight salaried men and lost most of
the games by close „scores. They re-
ceived excellent treatment everywhere
except New Madrid, where they ran
tip against "dirty" baseball and were
robbed of the second game by the uns-
pire of New Madrid, who was one of
New Madrid's- pitchers. Douglas, who
pitched for the L. A. L.'s on the trip,
was taken to Vincennes with the Pa-ducah team by Manager Lloyd.
Famous Won Two.
The Famous and Centrals played a
game Sunday morning, the former
winning by the scare of 13 to II. Thegame lasted thirteen innings. Thebatteries were: Brown and Smith forthe Famous, Sutherland and Gourieuxfor the 'Centrals. In the afternoon the
Famous beat the 19o5's by the score
of 9 to 4. Batteries—For Famous,
Dicke and Smith; fur loos's, Arnold
and E. Hart.
Back to the Brewery.
The crack boy team of the city, the
Belvederes, met their Waterkion Sun-day afternoon at the hands of "South
Paducahs," a new organization. The
score was It to to. Batteries—For
"South Paducah," Katterjohn and
Burnham; for Belvederes, Bagby andSheppard.
Country Teams.
The Reidland and Lone Oak teams
played Saturday afternoon in the
county, the former winning by the
score of 3 to I. Batteries—For Reid-
land, Phelps and Phelps; for Lone
Oak, Munroe and Munroe.
Baseball Notes.
IBrahic‘ will probably pitch today.
Long is leading the Central League
hitters, his batting average being .414for seven games.
Freeman won another game for
Evansville Sunday.
There is talk of Vincennes being ta-
ken into the Central League next
year.
Paducah opens up at Vincennes to-
day for three games. Cairo goes to
Princeton. ,
'Asher won a game for Terre
Haute last Saturday. He was former-
ly with Henderson.
Manager Lloyd was attacked with
chills at Cainr, and will be on the
bench for a few days.
Princeton continuos to lose.
Couldn't take one out of eight games
played with the Alice*.
'Big Bill Frakes was sent to his
home from Cairo by Manager Lloyd,
he being on the sick list.
A report was published in a Cairo
paper that Land had been sold to To-
k-do, but it could not be verified last
night. ,
. •
The three battles at Vincennes
should be hard fought, as Vincennes
is a few points in the lead of the In-
dians.
•Piatt continues to win for Toledo.
He has pitched three consecutive
games and won them all. Sunday he
twirled against Kansas City, winning
by the score of it to 4.
Cairo may he ripe enough to trot in
a faster league next season, but we'll
have to wait and see what (he fall
and winter brings forth in sentiment
favoring league baseball in Cairo.—
Cairo Telegram.
Cairo is trying to dispose of anoth-
er gold brick. The Telegram says:
"Angelo Marre may go to Minneap-
olis as negotiations are now going on
which will probably /and the fast sec-
ond baseman with W. H. Watkins"
Alders."
A peculiar incident occurred in the
Jersey City-Baltimare game last
Monday. A Jersey City batsman was
up and had swung at the third strike.
Catcher Byers, Baltimore's hard hit-
ting catcher, touched the ball but it
disappeared and could not be located.
Meanwhile the batsman had pegged
off to tecand base. The ball was
finally found kxlged between
wires in the catcher's; mask.
umpire declared the batsman
ruling that the halt was caught.
the
The
out,
Theme is no doubt that a "Pocket"
league will be organized for next sea-
soh, and this year will see the end of
the Kitty league, says a Terre Haute
special. A number of base ball capi-
talists are bade of the scheme to or-
ganize an eight club league composed
of Vincennes, Princeton, Washington,
Jasper, Tell City, Evansville and
Mount Vernon, Ind., and Mount Car-
mel, Ill., with a salary limit between$600 aid $800 and a strict adherence
to the limit.—Vincennes Commercial.
At the meeting of the Kitty Leaguedirectors Sunday at Cairo, it was de-
cided to continue playing bawl until
the end of t,be season, provided cold
weather doesNnot set in before then.
The season ends 'September 20. Cairo
wanted to disband, claiming the
quarantine had affected the attend-
ance there, and 'believing the league
would quit had sold Lemon and Bitt-
rolff to Decatur, Ill., of the Three-I
League. Princeton didn't know what
to do, but on a vote being taken all
favored playing the season out but
Cairo. As the majority rules, Cairo
will continue and is in the market
for a catcher.
LOCAL NEWS
—The infant child of Charles Brt-
ant 'died Sunday at Grahamville, this
county.
—Bob Moore, the postman of 830
South Fourth street, is the father of
a twelve-pound boy.
—Thrie cars were derailed down at
the I. C. freight depot yesterday late.
They were soon replaced.
—The Kitty league didn't die yes-
terday. The Cairo meeting gave it
new life. The fans are happy over
the fact.
—illerchel Donald, colored, aged 25,
who died Sunday, near Twelfth and
Madison streets, of consumption, was
buried yesterday in the county grave-
yard.
—The Building comtnittee of the
Elks held no meeting last night.
—It was reported from Mayfield
that Si Greer, of that city, was. badly
cut in a fight there Saturday night.
—The extra assessment made by
the Dellas.ratic executive committee
against candidates before the primary
to be held on the 21st inst. was paidin by all the aspirants last evening.
This gives the committee $280 with
which to hold the primary.
—The city was very quiet last
evening. It was the calm after yes-
terday afternoon's storm, no clonbt.
—The I. C. railroad company is,
thinking of putting the largest make
of locomotives in commisision for its
passenger trains. There is one of
thesse big engines here now to be test-
ed.
—The partial eclipse of the moon
foretold several times in these col-
umns as, scheduled for last evening,
took place aeon:ling to programme.
The skies being clear the eclipse was
easily observed and sky gazing was
the crder of the hour by many young
and old.
—In Mei absence of Chief Woods,
who has gone to Duluth to attend the
national meeting of the fire chiefs, the
fire companies of the respective sta-
tions will have entire control of their
respective forces.
—The authorities here have been
notified of more stringent rules being
established by the quarantine officers
elf Illinois. The authorities of that
state are making themselves ridicu-
lous by their quarantine follies. The
outside is-orld can but think that Illi-
nois has more cause than fright to
fear the yellow scourge.
—Mr. Charles McCarty fell from a
wagon last Saturday night and was
painfully hurt by being run over.
Fortunately he sustained only some
bruises and will be all right again in
a few days.
—Prof. 'Deal's band has contracted
for an eight days" engagement with
the First regiment of state guards,
Which come to the encampment here
on Thursday morning. The Deal
band will supply the absence of a reg-
ular band for the regiment.
—After a rather warm day yesterday
was very pleasant, the mercury being
as low as 72. The mildness changed
sotnewhat in the afternoon just pre-
ceding the rain and wind storm which
visited this section, soaring several
degrees. The ran lowered the mer-
cury but little, though the wind was
emonsamr-
quite stiff during its continuance.
Lastsnight Was Clear, and today maybe the same way, though showers arepredicted as probable.
—The work of cleaning the streets
of the city continues. Yesterday a
goodlized force went to work to
clear/ away the weeds from side-
walks and alleys, 'and the appearance
of the city will soon be greatly im-
proved from this work. If the gut-ters were only flushed with more fre-quency the conditiion of the city
would be almost faultless. The stag-
nant pools in the gutters about the
city are decidedly more menacing to
health than the weeds.
THE SECOND GONE
LAST NIGHT THE REGIMENT
BROKE CAMP AND LEFT
FOR HOME.
Thursday the First Regiment, Which
Is Made Up of Louisvillians,
Comes to Camp Yeiser.
After a quiet Sunday and a ratherdull Monday last night the Second
regiment of state guards, which hadbeen encamped at Camp Yeiser forthe past ten days, broke camp and re-
turned to their respective homes.
The departure of the regiment was
made most orderly about to o'clock,
and this morning will find the regi-
ment in Louisville.
The next regiment to come to
Camp Yeiser will be the First, which
is made up of guards from Louisville.
This regiment has orders to leave
Louisville Wednesday night at to
o'clock, and its time of arrival here
is set for 5 o'clock Thursday morn-
ing. Without something unexpected
tjappens the First regiment will 'be
&Hy encamped here next Thursday
at noon. It will get down to routine
work the following morning. The
same hours for mounts and dress
drills will rule with the First regi-
ment that ruled with the Second. The
same chief officers will be in control
of the camp, these still being at the
camp and delegated to remain the en-
tire time of the encampment.
Sunday there were many visitors
at Camp Yeiser. Though there was
only the dress parade in the evening
the people found the sight sif the
camp pleasant to look upon. There
was a pretty general mixing of the
gsaards and the people and this made
the visitor additional pleasing.
Yesterday in spite of the going-
away preparations begun early in the
aftcnoon and the weather in the aft-
trn7ion being inclement there were a
number of visitors at the can. The
guards were given a very friendly
farewell by these. Had the weather
been more favorable a large crowd
would have no doubt been present.
Today will be a calm one at Camp
Yeiser.
CAIRO FRIGHT GREAT.
Talks of Quarantining Against Padu-
cah and Makes False Accusations.
Cain. health officers have been keep
ing the wires hot leading to Paducah
during the past twenty-four hours.
That city has gone wild over yellow
fever and is frightened almost to dis-
er'action. Caroites claim that Paducah
has been recklessly granting certifi-
cates "for revenue only," which is
untrue. Cairo threatens to establish
an absolute quarantine against Ken-
tucky if the affairs continue as they
have been in regard to the issuance
of health certificates.
'Secretary Egan, of the 'Illinois
board of health, is to be in Cairo to-
day. In an 'interview yesterday be
*aid Illinois was in great danger. With
such frightened people at the bead ofits health board it is not surprising
that Cairo is frightened. But the pro
pie must be worked, "don't you
know."
'Marriage is always a failure for
womlen of genius, says Maud Gonnein an interview in Pa 49,..
Brooklyn woman will take first au-
tomobile ride on her loth 'birthday.
ALMOST A STORM
City Quite Well Shaken Up
Yesterday Afternoon.
SHIPPING FARES
WORST OF ALL.
Several Steamers Torn From Their
Moorings and Sent Flying To-
ward Illinois.
SANDBOAT CAUGHT
IN WAVES AND SUNK.
The heavy gale of wind and rainthat came up suddenly yesterday aft-
ernoon shortly after 4 o'clock playedhavoc generally around town 'and es-pecially about the river front. Shade
trees were blown down in countless
numbers, and signs rattled about live-ly.
MT. James Augustus, the brick ma-
son, who lives in Tyler, south of the
city, while preparing to descend aladder, having been at work on thehouse being built at Sixteenth and
Jefferson streets by W. F. -Bradshaw,
Jr., was blown from the building. Hefell a distance of 20 feet, but no bro-ken bones resulted from the fall,
though he was so bruised up that he
will be unable to resume work for
several days. Drs. Stewart and Bass
were summoned and had the injured
man taken to the Riverside Hospital,
where he is now resting easy.
At the river front several boats
were blown from their moorings and
20 feet of the guard of the wharf boat
was torn loose, while the Cowling was
slightly damaged by being struck by
the Peters Lee, The Cowling and
Peters Lee were broken loose and it
required some effort for them ,lo get
back to the wharf. The Teariessee
and Charleston were blown rip the
river, and the nary Ann and Jesse B.
were brought into service and came
to their rescue. The Henrietta with
several barges were given a good
shakeup and it looked dangerous for
them for awhile.
The waves ran very high, and spec-
tators compared the waves to those
of the maddened big lakes. The
washing of the waves sank the sand
dock belonging to the Ohio River
Sand Company, and wild be a loss
of $3oo or more to the company.
The rain Mlle down in sheets for
a few minutes, but the storm was
over almost in less time than it takes
to describe its effects.
Reports from the surrounding sec-
tions tell of no damage. The East
Tennessee Telephone Company had
a few poles blown down on the
Princeton line near Little Cypress..
Cairo reported no wind but a /good
rain.
Mrs. Williamson's Funeral.
The funeral of Mrs. J. E. William-
son, who died Saturday night at her
home on North Sixth street, took
place yesterday afternoon from the
resi8ence. Rev. W. H. Pinker-ton, of
the First Christian church, officiated.
The interment occurred at Ooak
Grove.
The pall-hearers were: Messrs. F.
M. Fisher, W. F. Paxton, Jake Wal-
lersteire L. B. Ogilvie, Charles Hall.
J. K. Bondurant, R. J. Settle and
Thomas W. Baird.
County Sunday-School Rally.
There will be a union Sunday-
school rally, six miles from Paducah,
on the Benton gravel road, Tuesday,
the 24th inst. Good speaking and ex-
cellent music by New Hope and oth-
er choirs will be a feature of the day.
All adjacent schools are invited to
be present, with weli-filled baskets,
for there will be dinner on the
ground.
Big Day at Faisorndale.
There prorm,es to be a big day at
Folsomdale, Graves county, 'August
afl. The second anniversary of the
Odd Fellows' lodge of that place will
be celebrated by a 'big barbecue, and
addresses by several prominent men.
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Perfumes
f
We carry an extensive assort-
ment of most fragrant perfumes
—both American and foreign—
assortments which include the
newest and daintiest perfumes
as well as all the old favorite
odors. Prices always reason-
able, never excessive.
J. H. Oehlschlaeger
Druggist
Sixth and Broadway
TELEPHONE 63.
ft.
.0
.0
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. . . :
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Corner Third and
Jefferson streets.
Everything New.
Everything Clean.
The best $1.00
Per day house
In Kentucky.
A. 1. NOIEN
PROPRIETOR.
The Paducah
Stamp & Stencil Co.
Rubber Stamps Made at Home
Can be appreciated more than
those made elsewhere, we
are prepared to furnish all
kinds of Rubber Stamps on
:hart notice.
RUBBER STAMPS,
PAID STAMPS,
LINEN MARKERS,
BRASS STENCILS,
DATER,
INK PADS.
In fact, anything in Rubber Saamp•
accessories delivered in an hour's
notice.
PADUCAH STAMP
(I. STENCIL COMPANY
403; BROADWAY.
Old Phone 36.
11111111111M11111111MNIMINEMEINIIIIIIIIMI
The recollection of the quality of
our prescriptions remains long after
the price is forgotten.
HAYES
L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
7th and Broadway. Tel. 756.
Prescriptions called for and delis.
ered free of charge anywhere in the
city.
PURE COAL
Means Our Kentucky Coal will give the most
Family Lump, well screened 11c bu.
Large Nut 
 
 10c bu
Place your order 'for coal with us
heat,0 burns up clean and makes no clinkers-1=
I •
West Kentucky Coal Company,
.•• 
Incorporated.Both phones 254.
Large Egg 11c tu'.
Nut ;10c bu.
Successors To U.
Gas, Coal 'lb Coke Co
pcin, 317-- • -r
Office Foot of Ohio Street
• •
EININMEIMIIMES,
'WIND OF ANCIENT TNOL
laborers at Williamsburg-. X. Y.. Vim
*arta What Appears to Sio
Old El ly Visitor.
WhatLarn seemed to be fragmeste of eetic iron meteor, which may have
Besoended to the earth centuries ago,
Mae discovered the other day by some
k borers who are excavating a oellas
lin Knickerbocker avenue, at 'Cornelia
ptreet, Williamsburg. N. Y. The die-
Povery was made at a depth of 40 feet,
de being necessary to remove a hill Se
feet high before the sidewalk level was
peached.
Upon reaching a ten-foot depth in
las cellar excavation the men came
Iran the hard substance, and at first
believed it nothing but solid reek. Its
extraordinary weight, however, mad•
lkem examine it more oloeely, and
alien they cut into a large place of
the matter they found the interior was
a solid mass of 'roe ore beneath •
enrfa.ce several inches deep of hard-
sued yellow clay.
The search was extended further;
and the men came upon a perfectly
formed ape's head and also a ram's
head. All the matter was turned over
le Froth N. Schell, the contractor.
Who t.,..eefer the relies to bunts
'museum.
• It appears to me," said Mr. Mitt.
▪ that when this meteor fell, perhaps
tenturies ago, it struck the earth like
▪ shower of hailstones would. That
Oka pieces are all ancient is evidentfrom the hard yellow clay 'which surilsounts each piece."
A NEW LIFE RAFT.
liffit4Idiving 'Devise of 1114•01al Wee.
to Be Placed on Some sof tire
Warelitps.
. 'The navy department is !mart-dialNome of the warships with a new life
raft, says a Washington %pedal tithe New York World. It consists el
an elliptical copper tube somewhatflattened, with air-tight compare
orate, strengthened by ens. Th4babe is incased in cork, wound With
eanvaa and made 'absolutely water-tight Attached to this float is •rope netting three feet deep, fromWhich is sispended a wooden slattedbottom. The netting is suspended
an the inner side ef the float Irene
rings which travel on lashings, eOast the bottom Tests 'a he propelyealtion, no matter which aide of theSeat fella upon the water when itis thrown overboard. It does not re3ibe to be righted, adjusted es
'armed sheet; it Is ready for service
the moment ft strikes the wales
Oars are attached to the sides of the
Seat to propel it when it is occupied.
ifteugli persona cannot get on this
Waft to sink It,. and, 'dike the life.
beat, It cannel sepsis' or founder,
nor, Kke a raft, go I. *sees against
She sides of a ship.
The war department Is sonaldering
eke adviaabllity of equipping army
hransporta with the Mime sort of
Seat.
NAUTICAL SCHCOL AT MANILA.
Naval Oneidas to Do Ilverytking Pee.
• ble to Inheres's* Elilc.icia9y
of the institutioa.
' Naval officials at Manila rt.end to di
everything possible for tle success oi
the nautical school at that place. This
institution was inherited from the
Spanish government. It has been in
charge of Lieut. Richard H. Townley.
!United States navy, who was recently
-detached frLtn that duty and ordered
horse for complicity in certain Irrer
war business relatiens with army sun
aistence °Merit at olanile. lenothee
officer has been placed in charge of tke
lastitution.
The school offers a free education te
residents of the Philippine is;ands in
such professional duties as will equip
the cadets to perform the duties of
tweeters and oficers of merchant •es-
eels. But, while the education is chief-
ly of a techhical and a profeesional na-
ture, the students also are given broad
and liberal instruction in the general
branches of mathematics, geography.
grammar, English and history.
It is contemplated to provide the
sehool with a practice ship to 
cornbdne practical with theoretical instruce
Hon in navigation, seamanship, and
the general requirements of the pro-
fession for which the students are to
be prepared.
Wireless Telegraphy for Warships.
Rear Admiral Bradford, chief of
the bureau of equipment, will point
rut in his annual report, says a New
York Herald dispatch from Washing@
Ion, the necessity of equipping Amer.
teen men of war with(' eystem of wire-
less telegraphy. As soon fla the •re
propriation is obtained he will reconn
mend 4ee system to be adopted for the
oa•al service.
Believing that Commander Richard-
gob Clover, naval attache is London.
Is deeply oecupled with his current
work, the rear admiral. has' recom-
mended to Secretary Long that a wire-
less telegraph expert be sent to Eng-
lund to represent the navy in the
trials of the two new systems de-
veloped by Lloyd's &coney.
Mhootrielty on New York Coatral.
Electricity for the New York Ces-
trod railroad, at least to equip its
Sam from the oity'm limits to the
Grand Central station, is more that
a poseiblity of the near future. It is
said that an electric engine, in many
If its details unlike anything now ia
pervice, has been perfected, and thee
Ii will soon have a trial. If its stir
seas i.e. great as is promised, steam
power may pass from the' Grand IN)
Wel 'Whet before January 1,
11ELPbr w..IIMISSICP-11:1ER.S.
Menus of Informaelos reresintest to
Culinary Departmeart—Some
IL:Keenest Dishes.
Aluminum is now being used ex*
ansively as a material for toilet arti-
cles. It haii advantages, over silver
Al being light in weight and never
tarnishing, while it costs less and asbe treated in an equally artistic: nen-
aer, says Boston Budget.
With a can of deviled ham one can
work wonders sometimes if one has
• reliable cue to begin operations.
Foe instance, have a small can of it
and mix it through two gills of cream
whipped stiffly. Add to this, too, a
▪ iil of consomme in which is dis-
solved half an ounce or even lest
relatine. Put this into paper cases
or into little chine molds and setin ice for as long a time as neceotary, or longer, and unmold whenterving.
Old potatoes should always be?laced over the stove in cold water
and new potatoes in boiling waterLet the old potatoes stand in ice Iva-ter for an hour or two after peeling
end before cooking.
Epicurean butter is served withgrilled meats, etc. To make It, puttwo tablespoonfuls of fresh butter
'xi a small bowl, and work into itthoroughly with the Point of a silo
re r knife a mixture of cayenne,
mixed herb powder, minced parsley,lemon juice and mushroom powder.When this is accomplished, set it onthe ice, and as soon as solid stamp ifinto oainty pats. Dot these aboutthe meat in serving.
A delicious sandwich is made by
spreading thin ovals of bread with
equal parts of finely chopped celery
and walnut meats, mixed with
chopped olives and a little mayon-
staise.
To stuff an olive, peel the pulpfrom the stone spirally, as one peels
an apple, being careful not to let itbreak. Then make a tiny ball of thefilling and fold the strip about it.
Too much baking powder is often
used in doughnuts and fried droptakes, causing the dough to burst outIn very irregular bubbles on the
edge, which soak fat and make thedoughnuts heavy and unshapely.
A pure cream of tartar baking pow.'Ser makes the dough rise slowly, asthe gas is not all liberated simply by
moisture. Therefore, if your wouldhave the beat results, either put thebiscuit into an oven of moderate
rather than intense heat. that they
may have time to rise before • brews
armee Is farmed, er lee thew standlea sehmtee to rise, sag then patthem Into • hot even.
Creamed chicken or creamed swim&breads may take the place ef creamed
oysters, and are really sere whole-
some and more easily procured. Parboil the sweetbreads and pick them
apart; to each pate allow one can of
mushrooms washed and chopped finsStir these into a pint of cream sauce.Where chicken is used, to each threepounds of chicken that has been most
sarefully boiled and cut into dice al-low a can of muehrooms and a pintif cream sauce.
Value or Minnesota Farm Lai
Minnesota farm leads have
-aimed more than i pee essf..:19
alias dwarf the P1 
.J
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FASHION ABLE FEMININITY.
Attractive Vesture* of Waists. mei
Gowan for Summer Wear—.A
Season of Flonsiosa.
Apropos of revivals, it may not be
aides to hint that a return of thepannier overskirt is persistently
threatened, says a fashion authority.
A very stunning outing hat for
summer shows a felt crown and •
straw brim, both white and trimmed
with a soft Persian silk scarf.
White waists are more to the fere
than ever, and they have embroidery
and lace tucks, and insertions with-
out number.
White with a touch of brilliancy
lent by Persian embroideries is a
conspicuous favorite of the best de-
signers, and daring bits of contrast
make a feature of Paris gowns,
Lace flounces are once more the
height of fashion, and handsome
gowns are again made with two or
three of these counted on a sates
'oundation for tee skirt.
Bed silks are to enjoy a great
tootle during the coming season.
They are either shot with white or
have an irregular pattern, are in
Iwo shades of red, or are in red and
black.
There is a new China silk which toiisting-uished by perpendicular line*
of open work, like drawn work, with
a dainty interwoven design. This le
especially attractive with yoke and
leep mitten-shaped cuffs of lace, the
lace threaded with narrow velvet rib-
bon in any oolor desired.
This is to be a season of niffies
quite a numbe-e ov the new fumy
waists are wade with frills down the
front. sometimes a single narrow one
ep the edge of the lap, sometimes a
broad ruffle and sometimes two, and
lacing opposite ways, so full as to
form a jabot end conceaHng the Itia
!ening of the bodice.
Keep the Mother Young and floppy,
This charming power to throw away
eor the moment the conditions which
keep us from fun ought not to belong
exclusively to babies. We took out-
rageous liberties with mother's sweet
face when we lay cooing in hew 'eras,
end she was the happiest of women is
consequence. Is it not • pity that
through our years of necessary train-
kig we should forget the trick of
playing with her ty the time we are
grown? No girl. I am aure, could poi,-
dble misinterpret me into meaning
Idsat we are to turn sober eassiders-
dons into foolish -idiecle. What I
realty mean is that many matters
would be improved if a sense of burned'
died its light upon hem' end this eau
pliable by ghla..--1110111111beat be
alliblet Il•difer 0111,0 asuipeli. 4
A JUNGL "IN FAIR."
IM A'COUNTY La southern Illinois and11 Peas than a decade ago there still re
=tined a rural section which the people isthe towns designated as the "jungle," a term
of contumely handed down from • periodwhen this portion of this county was isolatedby -impassable road. and covered with densetimbers. The "jungle" fell behind in themarch of progress. The farm wagon con-
veyed the family to &arch on Sundays wheaIke people on the prairie rode in "springwagons" or owned lenge& There was oneprevailing style of architecture, which is stillfrequently seen, the square log house withone room and a boxed-up kitchen at the side,The lights streaming through the one amaLl
weidow meowed such decorations on thewalls as a shotgun and rifle, the horn pow-der' flask and hunting pouch, and trophiseed the hunt, while on winter•evenings theinswing firelight from the cavernous fire-place threw. shadows in and out among thefestoons of oreons, a dried pumpkin, and
"middlin's" suspendefrom the rafters.The house in which Nester Lane washesstood in a small cleared space in the heartof the "jungle." Here she grew to waxes.hood with lie wider exeerience with the o.side -world than the weekday walk to thenearest village, end an annual journey te thestriirity seat in fair time.
Her first hardship came to her at the fl‘pof Ix, when she must trudge each day feeI} miles to the district school. Bat schooldays In the "jungle" were soon over, the beysgetting the moat of the "school in' " became,she girls married and had no use for it.There were no bachelor maids in the "jun.gle." Marriage was a certainty about welchthem could be no doubt.
Ildher Lane being what the natives albs
"jungle" called a "rood, smart girl.", itwas expected she would make • good metal'.If the Lae. home was more picturesquethan some of its neighbors it was becameHestees hand trained the morning gloryvines over the window in summer and hidthe woodpile behind a bank of sturdy holy-hocks and priacess feathers. Tin pansand pails sheer) nowhere else with eachbeig4ttiere and luster as they did on that0.-atch oufeide the kitchen door. BesidesSeater bee pieced more patchwork quiltson the long winter evenings than any othergirl in the "jungle," where • feather beeand bedding and a cow was the dowry everybride , was expected to bring to her ledband.
Hester had her choice between SquireBludgeon eon William and "Jim" Gillianse
whoa' father was the big lead owner isthe "jangle" and could set off ten acreefor the young people to start out with. Be-ing a prudenemineed young woman, Hawter took "Jim" and the wedding day we.get for Octorber.
Squire Bludsoe, who bad "tied the knot"in every marriage ceremony which hagtaken place is the "Nagle°
 for a dosed%effieisted, and supplemented the
e
wit", seek solemn advise se he de=led %necessary fee the young people to tea, A
wedding is the "jangle" was it quiet addlethe real celebration being the "Weir' ea theleflewtn4 dey, when the =henbane Makhas brisk to his father's
Fine and proud Heifer leaked se drsat losside sa the trent seet el thenew Wagon In her "Weir" teems of "skYWas delatne," trimmed with white Ire adthe ruffles, and her last seseon'e hat ye•decorated with fresh ribbon bows. Tidegoing away costume represented the saving'
" the e&is ofeSIP sad Imam above thefamily greseries for many weeks. It was
"liandenade," too, a sewing mashies net
re, bang one of the herariat of the Lasehousehold_
Early as they were, the natal?' 'mewWatt arriving before them. The *hairs
were arranged in a eemicirele around theroom, and "Jim" end Ilestez eat dews
near the open door. The company, theelder members fine, mme forward am
sea and 'shook them by the hand sadtared their eengratniatione There weegusty one phrase in which the good wishesDodd be coamond. "I wish you much ley,'
repeated each neigeber, solemnly, and saldews again. Thes there was aflame Is the
reeve the guests startng blankly at thebride and groom, who relieved their errhareem:one by reasisaal whispers se sash
ether.
enlivened the feettoties of the "
Wks"' the jests and witty sapient 
ngiV
were exhausted some of the older folks hagas rezninisomaing el former wedding sr
arras.
"'It's eerier how the world does change
said Uncle "Jimmy" Taylor.. He Lad hie
wife, "Aunt Laura," were the
el the "angle " "Yea young folksget 'serried and start out In the
nowadays don't know what hard these araYou've timber to floor your hones with,
and • took stove, and you can buy
sad chairs and table already made.
wasn't so 50 years ago, when Isere sadget hitched.
"Laura lived at old leashadde.lather bad mete over on to the Miser aidefrom Kentucky, and I, being • roving slap
and tired of Teener.* hills, turned mo there
en. day and went to work for him. 104leg was all dyne by head in those days, es4Laura helped Is the corn planting. We fedIs love and were married. One day shoethat I took Laura up behind me is a berm,
and with all our worldly goods tied lahandle we started out te seek our fortmea
we reechoed the "ernes," and slit= up 6
Is a new country. We sever
Otos of land and belt a gain. I inade althe inrultme with roy own hence', and
smoked is the rale in the ampler. 1 hadle go to St. Loots fer almost everythingIs these days. and Leers staid alone is the
wilderness, but the Toliang were gess, sadthee* wusdi anything more &engrain iaIke woods than varmint. and wildeaes."
And 411 didn't have 'infer' di
dlarli," said 'Jim's' father, We
Mirka sad minima which we shot M.
Moods, and for cake and pie we had•
.e panes baked in the coals on the
;Tim'? mother eidn't have a it
wedding dress' like Hester hers, batlimey woolen the wen bereell are card
the wool for It, tee. There wasn't no
hate is them dant the girl was proud
maid get • let el ashes to makes. Ember
as."
there weeld have been more Mertes if
roma old days whet simplicity reigned
Wedding frets, but the men moss
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&MAUL YCHOLOGI
Quostions Suggested by the Poen.
liar Habits of Raccoons.
lessatesse ed a Southern Cheeses, el
the Way* of the Seemingly Lai-
telltgent Little Denims's
of the Woods,
earatmal psychology is to be studied,see, in Paris," said an observantHazen recently, according to theNew Orleans Times
-Democrat, "andthe scientists are going to take theeubject up in a systematic way. Thatis a good plan. It is a broad field, andresearch along these lines will noSoubt be productive of much interest-Mg data. Heretofore what acieatiatehave said along this line, and in factall they have learned, has been oftheoretical nature, anti it may be saidthat animal psychology has not passedbeyond the pertly experimental stage.
"Darwin came nearer formulatingan exact hypothesis thew sny-otilerre air truirT5 ..sow array,
SWITCH GIRL3 THEY LOT&
dlagular Proutios That Is laded/PM
In es- Some Teams People in
Peinasylvaltba.
scientist when he took up the study ofthe emotions and the means of ex-pressing them, but even this splendidtreatise is lacking in that definite datawhich would place animal psychologyamong the so-called exact sciences.But it has occurred to me that a busy,bustling center of population, whereone may find so much that is artificial,so much that is out of harmony withthe natural order of things, wouldnot be the place to prosecute in anintelligent and satisfactory way •
study of this interesting subject.Surroundings a trifle more ruggedwould seem to afford a better oppor-tunity for the observance of mentalprocesses in the lower • order of life,although, of course, much may belearned by the method which has been
adopted by European scientists.
"In the southern part of the United
rates these scientists might find muchdata that would give them a moredefinite clew to the reasoning meth-
ods of animals of the lower order.That little trick of the-oppossum, forinstance, when he feigns death, showsan element of shrewdness which on*
rarely finder in orders of intelligence
supposedly higher. Take the raccoon.Why is it that he will leap up on one
side of a tree and then jump as far ashe can from the other side? It Is atrick. He is trying to fool the dogthat is after him by making him be-Ueve he is up the tree. The 'coon haspracticed this game for so long thatno well trained dog will ever bowl upI tree until he has circled around itseveral times to see If the game hasnot resorted to the usual make-believe.Why is it that a 'coon, when thetree is falling under the effect of teebunter's ax, will scamper dowse shetrunk of the tree toward the stump?He has two reasons for doing it. Inthe first place, unless the tog knowshis businese, he will rush out in thedirection of the falling tree. believingthe game will scamper out from thetop. In the second place, he reasonsthat it l• seder for body and limbin either *vent he is reasoning aboutthe thing. Ti is a psyehological prosegg. InAances have' been reportedey hunters of where 'coons wouldMap from the top of falling treesseemingly knowing that they werepursued by trained dogs, who wouldhang aronnd the stump until theyeould scamper down the trunk of thetree. But the rule is the other way.
"The point I am trying to make,'concluded the observant citizen, "isthat the woods arm filled wit.% its's.
eridenoes which might rite the oceentista a clew to the reasoning meth-oda of animals of the lower order."
REGARDING WHITE ANIMALS.
Seasonal manses in tee Color ed
Certain Desoto and Dards
Quickly Occur.
At Shamokin, Pa. some queer eveloons have survived the march of prog-
ress among the Poles and Russiane.
tine of these observances la "switch-ing day." It is a favorite day for
bashful lovers, for inviltn.ess of limb,
rather than eloquence o/ tongue, cap-
tures the belles of the actramnaity,
says an eastern exchange.
For days the men has been in train.
Lug for the run 92 his life, while the
maids adjure °onsets and rub lini-
ment on their kne-ocapa every night
ere wooing slumber. Finally the
morning of "switching day" arrives.
The man sees before hisoall the midd-
ens of his village. He slay take his
pick. All he must do is to catch and
switch and duck with water the one
of his choice—the maid whom he
would have for his wife. If idse is
fleeter of foot than he and relapse
sine is free. If the Mita 10 beloved ad
though his fees ere dad in leaden
shoes.
"Switching day" et Searooldn fe
raster Sunday, wheat taR Ole lada and
Lasses of the ntry round about
gather at the town for the annual
meeting. A girl's starting to run la
accepted as a token that she is not
overuse to her pursuer The youth's
start is accepted as a proposal.' and
no matter what misfortune may be-
fall his quarry he must provideefor her
all the days of his future Ude.
Pathetic Indeed was the illustrsticia
ef this hat In the are of Soma Man.
bak, who was by all odds the harsh-
somas% girl in the Bossism colonies
for many miles about She was tall
and slender and her eyes were sears
blue. She was crowned with golden
hair, which grew in dainty ringiste
shoes upon her heed. Miss Manboh
had more imitate than she could se-(opt, and she was wry coy. Fleet of
Soot, the maid bad, since arriving at
• marriageable ags paired one
'switching day" in safety without kr
giving of tier promise.
Miss Manbok until amen on the rea
sent festival oeassitra led succeeded
is outdistancing .n be: purenere.
Many were the races she had run, but
sever had a switch or • paii of water
come within reaching dreams* of bee
petite farm. It was the. that Andrew
rebdnaky, a shrewd young man, wins
had purpose/7 wailed meal MIAs bear
hook bad become fatigued, gave chase.
Off darted the maid, sad after hes
aped the perrear.
Down the retread track They
eashell, all unheeding. So excited
were both contestants.—the men r'
sing for • wife, the girt for liberty—
that the of • train was ata-
actleed. • engine tented shrilly
and at its bier MIAs Manhole ah
sighted, stumbled and fell upon the
rail. Both of her legs were out of
below the knees, but the doctors say
she will live. And Robinaky, regard-
hose of her being • ripple, deater-e.
that he will keep We. rearear.- ea wed
her just as seen eee,..e re :Isle es
leave the nurse's care.
A polar bear would not have s
ehence in 'Malkin; seals if it were
of a darker color. The only black
spot about it is the tip of its nose.The sailors who first landed os vari-
ous unknown arctic shores and bays
stated that the bears used to takethem for seals, and begin to stalkthem at or considerable distance, lyingdown flat on their bellies in the at-titude in. which the well-known pho-toeraph by Mr. Gambier Bottom shows
the old polar bear at the Zoo, and
eriggliegr along is that position until
they came to an le,
 bummosk, whesthey would get ne peer over to se*If the "seals" ware alarmed and
wriggle on 'again. The sailers added
that they could always see the black
nose when the bear got up. near, and
rowed that the bear put les paw over
his muzzle to hide It. The &retiefoxes. the "blue" bees, the ptermlean,
ry-per and ermine all undemro tee see
-
sand change to white by an identicalprocess, says the London Spectator.
Tie hair cm feathers, as the ease
eniebt be, lose color aril turn whiteby what may almost be described as
an instantaneous process. In thetestes and birds the white comes is
patches; but the speed of the color
change ia remarkable. These are
many stories of people whose hair
ass turned white from shock 'In asingle
 night." Juicing by the birds
end foam, these stories must be tree.
No 021/ ever sees the process of bid-ing erelong on. me teethep or patch
of for which was brown or smoky
eras euddenly whitens. Yet De one
UM actually seem the calor going.
The explanation mussily given Is thatSt takes place by eight. There Seem,
we ',salt way" tint vetweea the itsbed the original odor.
ha out et Cie Raba
1 The Father—I ear as glad Jobs getsleeted to ems/rem.The Mother—Yea Pre a great re.Set Re has tried ps esaky ways of
wits, • tiviegi teSatilhd.--Dstreit
LOVE BALLS IN SHAN STATES.
3stieue and Intersetlnu Diematees
Among Teens Folks tu
ame Mmpoiro.
Trod W, Carey has reestelp bele
travellog through an almost unknows
part of the Chinese Shan states. wheel'
Lie between China proper and Burl:male
In the acconnt of his journey, which
be recently read before the Royal
Geographical moiety, he spoke most
favorably of the women of the seas.
try, though his opinios of the men is
not se flattering, say. the New Yerb
Sum
In their face and agora he nib"
these Shane resemble the Japasseee,
and • the women are, to say the least,just as unconventional and fascinating.mere the resemblance ends. The men
are lazy, good-ton-nothing fellows. who
Dover work unless thryare abeolutely
'obliged to do so. The women toil dur-
ing the summer in the rine Ss1.5a sad
spend their time when at home Is
weaving cloth and la household Sta-
tism They wear • very pretty sres-
tame, including • less white per/-
scat, which I. much more beeetaltig
than the ugly mistehapea trousers of
the Chinese women.
Mr. Croy descreb.m a avers/ea el
the youag people which very much he
Wrested him. As he passed through
the villages the girls often provided
themselves with cotton seed balls.
which they call love ball., and :may
times he was pelted with these love
miardles. He .a,0 they were of sours"
sot ineentleol to convey any message
to Mee bet at *e festivities which
balm place &Whig New Year's theme
selbred balls tent a very Important
part to plarp. ese onsaariens node
lag eacild- be mope slrnillanat to a
penny man. far she is very careful to
throw It only to the particular young
man whom ale would like' to marry.
Thus she expresses bar preference for
one or another of the swains'. If the
young man catches the ball, the feel
Is a ware indioatien that he wishes
to wed the girl, and the t
might as well be announced
But if he mimes the ball, the tact ha
illeates that be does not reciprocate
the affeerliem the maiden. desires Se
give hire, and she must find a levee
elsewhere. At all other times the game
In simply a mode of flirtation, when
the maiden or man who fails to curl
the ball most pay a awhile to the
&Tolosa.
4•1440
Oillelnl Or.
The sperm% footmen Ira: when
leftist have eight rows of earls, wiser,*
cm theme ef the prince, et Wales are sh
eerie reeve, end those of the
=Myer of Leahy= are Otte selp
law
TEE itiVENO1 OP AlitILALII.
Tblia traeleasmat Soatimeat Simms MI r
Be Well Developed la less.
of Thom.
A number of authentic anecdote/
have been collected by Le Tour du
Monde to illustrate the fact that the'
sentiment of revenge is very well deel
veloped in some animals. Everybodji
knoies that elephante, for exempla'
have long memories when they are
subjected to treatment that ffirrtel
their feelings. Capt. Shipp., of thte!
Trench army, discovered this fact to
his sorrow six weeks after he had
given an elephant a sandwich sprin-
kled with cayenne pepper. The cap-
tain had almost forgotten the inci-
dent when he next saw the animal
and attempted to caress him: but the
elephant, recognizing the practical'
taker, suddenly absorbed a quantity
of dirty water from a puddle near-by
and diffused it over the ofeicerls uni-
form.
Griffith. the historian, tells a etory
of two Indian elephaute at the siege
of Durtpore. Water was scarce and
in great demand, which gave unusual
value to a well that had not dried up
One eau, just as a small elephant andit. driver were leaving the well, the
animal carrying a pail of water, a very
large and strong elephant seized thepail and drank the water. The smaller-
elephant, conscious of his inferioe•
strength, showed no resentment betbided his time. One day he saw his
enemy standing broadside by a welL
The little fellow suddenly rushed for
ward with all tin energy at his com-
mand, butted the big one on the sidle
sad tumefied him over into the well.
An Indian missionary tele of an ia•dherreet person whom he sew teasing
an elephant by pricking his trunk with
a pin and then feeding him with let.
tem salad wide% no elephant has any
nee for. The animal was rather doleIn anger and he had not fully decided
to be mad till a half hour had elapsed,
whole he suddenly seized the man's hat
Iron' his head, tore it into shreds and
Snag the fraaments into the face adhis tormentor.
A British magazine told, awhile
aro, ef a milkman's dog that was the
terror of all smaller canines, as he
was a fighter end never missed is
ehanoe to mix up in a row. Most ad
the doge in the neighborhood bore
soars as evidence of his ferocity and
prowess. None of them could matchbtm is a fight. The ides finally or
earred to them, however, that therehi strength in uern, and so one night
about a dozen of them wont to the
home of the tormentor and thrashedhim wither' an inch of his life. The
milkman found next morning that his
dog was nearly dead from the wounds%dieted. When he rmovered from the
scrimmage be was a changed dog, haw
tag wholly lost his taste for fighting.
Sir Andrew Smith. a mologist. told
Darwin that one day he saw *tame
baboon in South Africa hefty...tier with
mud an officer, who, all 'pick and span,
was on his way to parade. The officerbad frequently tensed the animal,
which took this effective means of re
venire. Parrots also are among Ma
animals that do sot soon forget per-
sons who tease or maltreat them.
They useuely find some we.) to give
some unpleasaat momenta to those
who are unkind to them.
START OF 'MR SHOE TVA DZ.
111•44.4 of the Origheal rsetewri ea
Be 'lasted on Itskiletellons in Roe.
tea Leather Capoottima.
There la to be a shoo and loathes"
exposition in Boston, which nevus.
nes to be the chief market for boots
and shoes in the Unketede State*. and
one feature of it is to be a repredur
Lion of the original sheet feetoey in
the United States, rye the New York
Wm.
For many years after the eettle-
went of the American colonies no at-
tempt was made to me no fact ore
boots and shoes for the market, foot-
wear being iarported from Ragland
and ?ranee. This was a period of
haad.made shoes exclusively, acid Is
towns large enough to have a local
shoemaker, be supplied all the seeds
of the inhabitants. In towns not
tenni enough to sustain a village cob-
bler a traveling shoemaker went from
place to pleee, stopping a day ere a
week at elude
So far se is bowls, the first shoe
factory ha Massachusetts was situ-
ated in Denver", sot far from thehistoric house in which Gen. Porter,
of revolutionary Nine, was born. As
early as Met various shoemakers were
at work eurrying, cutting and shoe-
making at the original factory in
Danvers).
The original shoe factory of Dan-
vers cm, it is meld, be reproduced
without undue erpense, and as theboot and shoe interest ea bieseachn-
setta is now not only wall establishedbut enioyine an unusual amount of
commercial prosperity, with a largee•foreien markets than it e'er had beefore, it is thought probable that the--exhibition will be representative he
mese respects.
The chief countries to which Amer
can shoes are sent are Austral*,
rhgland. the West Indies, Cape Town,goatee and Canada
Mow to lovest.
The men wbo gets the most cat etIts is the one wee is always Inchingup, whc; is deternedeed that everything .be does, every Investment he swam% 'shall lease him a little higher up, •little further on. To learn, therefore,law to upend for the higher !scullionmislead of the lower, so that the mealyqualities, rather than the animal, mayibe developed, is a problem that eemlifronts ea.—finettess.
Many Mean men.
Yea will find a geed many isms or
mesa. ef whom you did sot expect fe.
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Bacon's
Drug Stores
Headquarters for Spaulding baseball
goods. Gloves, masks, balls, bats
etc, etc.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7th & Jackson Sts. phone 237& Clay Sts., phone 38.
J. K. Hendrick, J. G. Miller
HENDRICK & MILLER
LAWYERS
ROOMS I, 2 and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broaaway.
Practice in all the courts of the
 
.4
Paducah
Mattress Co.
For First-class Upholstering, Mattress
Renovating and Fine Repairing.
We store, pack and ship furniture o•
short notice.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
813 to ate South Third at.
• G. C. DIUGUID,
ATTORNEll'AT'LAW:
tog t-a North Fourth Street, Upstairs
Commercial and Cc-operative
Business a Specialty.
7. B. harrison,
, City Attorney.
Attorney-at-Law.
Room :3 and 14 Columbia BYdg.
Old Phone KW
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
Room, so, is and is. Cols:nisi
Ikuldia&
Paducah. - • 
- Kentucky
J. C. Flournoy. Cecil Reed
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER--
Rooms ail; and aia. Fraternity MY
Will practict courts of Ky.
awl IL
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
zao NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office Hourst 8 to to a. tn., I to 3
p. m. and 7 to g p. m.
Office 2nd Floor Fraternity Building.
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
eot Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 08 Red; New Phone 32.
Paducah, Kentucky.
4 
—When in Want of—
RUBBER TIRES REPAIRING
BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, ETC.
Horse
-Shoeing, General Blacksmith-
ing Call on
J. V. GRIEF, MGR.
3rg Kentucky Avenue.—Tel, 956-red.
••
Taylor & Lucas,
LAWYERS.
moth Phones 6,95.—Rooms 203 and soe
Fraternity Building.
Office phone tet, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
ROoms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
H. B. KEEBLER,
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER
Repair work and fencing a specialty.
Phone 1471,
 t...a.guilsai'!
samemeenmemagesteriela 
Very Low Rates
Announced, Via
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Extremely low rates are announc-
ed via the Southern railway from
points on its lines for the following
special occasions:
Monteagle, Tenn.—Mionteagle Bible
Training sehooli, July 3—Aug. 15, 1905
Monteaole, Tenn.—Woman's con-
gress, Aug. 1—I5, 1905.
Nashville, Tenn.—Peabody college,
summer schools, Vanderbilt Biblical
institute, June 14—Aug. 9, 1905.
0 x lord, Miss —Summer school,
University of Mississippi, June ha—
Aug. 9, 1905.
Richmond, Va.—Farmers' National
congress, Sept. .12-22, 1905.
Tuscaloosa, Ala.—Summer school
for teachers, June i6—July 28, 1905.
Rates for the above occasion open
to the public. Tickets will be solid to
these points from all stations on the
Southern raihvay. Detailed informa-
tion can be had upon application to
any ticket agent of the Southern
railway or agents of connecting Ines
Or by addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexing-
ton, Ky.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Wash-
ington, D. C.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
•Lovisvilie, Ky.
G. B. ALLEN. A. G. P. A.. St
Louis, IL*.
*NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART."
Crittenden Springs
...HOTEL...
NEAR MARION, KY.
zoo Room Motel—High and Dry and
Well Ventilated.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION.
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC-
COMMODATIONS, AND THE
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
TERS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE-
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
AND THE YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
RAILROADS.
'Bus Line Meets all Trains.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want rnur clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose, 329 South Third street. I have
the nicest line of samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
E. H. PURYEAR,
ATTURNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
523 1-2 Brodway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone 490-
Specialties:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law.
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Office and Residence Rooms 3 and
4, Columbia building.
Phone too Red.
Paducah Undertaking
Company.
S. P. POOL, Manager
GUY NANCE, Asst.
205 South Third Street
Residence over storeBoth Phones ILO —Prices Reasonable
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & River*
lao North Fifth. Both Phones 333.
Residence tilt Clay. Old ;shoot ifsgi
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phones 88 at the office, bothphones 240 at residence. Office hours7 to 9 a. m.; I tOSp.TTL7tOgp.m.
A. S. DABNEY,
--DEN T IS T—
trneheart B"Peeng.
At the head of the class, Elks'Dream tor Cigar.
%Arai/rat/tn./. / V A r..V.Mlf Una.
With His Head in A Hornet's Nese
%%le Soldier Was Safe trona the
Enemy's Fire.
"I was in Chickamauga park a
&oft while ago," said an old veteran
who had been discussing the reunion
it Memphis, to a New Orleans Times-
Democret man, "and I was impressed
with the number of old veterans who
itill hang around the hills that have
been made memorable in the coun-
try's history by the fierce battle
that was fought there in the '60's.['here is something pathetic about it
lo me.
"They are typical of the character
the man who follo-wed the for-
PACE IN A HORNET'S NEST.
banes of the lost cause. But many of
them are full of good stories. and I
recall one story told me by an old
tonfederate now running a livery
stable in Chattanooga. He is fond of
telling it on himself. It was dulls*
one of the preliminary skirmishes at
7hickamauga.
"The federal troops bad reaehed
the top of the hill, end the confeder-
ates had been forced down ash the
other side. They hid behind stumps
of trees, fell over behind logs and
sought other places of concealment
In their effort to escape Yankee bul-
lets. 'I fell over behind a log, with
my farm down.' said the Chattanooga
liveryman. and I could hear the
Yankee bullets whistling over my
head or burying themselves in the log
behind wilich I was hiding.
a 'In hugging up close to the log I
had shoved my face in a hornet's
amt. The hornets covered my face
and head, and I lay there picking
them off one at a time until I found
an opportunity to escape. Soon after
that I met a ragged looking' soldier,
end he said: "Greet goodness, Jim,
what on earth is the matter with
your face?" I told hiss I had shoved
It into 11 hornets' nest while dodging
Yankee bullets. "You must have suf-
fered fearfully," he said. "No," I re-
plied, "I never experienced a more &t-
he/ens feeling In my life," and really
never enjoyed anything so much as
did the sting of those hornets."'rh. old liveryman chuckled over the
story, and no doubt be really felt
that the bornets'ineet was a pleasure
resort under the circumstances."
PUG ROBS MISTRESS.
Meg Steals Rank Books, Deed. S. Val.
nable Property and Money to
Make a Beg.
Mrs. Elizabeth Flecknoe, of No. 640
Metropolitan avenue, Williamsburg,
K. Y., found some losebank notes and
deeds.of property under peculiar cir-
eamotances the other day.
Two weeks ago she discovered that
• tin box belonging to her had been
kweibly opened and $400 in bills, threebeak books and property oeeds stoke.
THE MISSING PAPERS POUND.
Mrs. Flecknoe, after a Irian search,
eonsplained at the Herbert street po-lite, station, and said that only a pee
oos well acquainted with her premises
ecrald have committed the robbery.
The woman has a pet pugdog, whichknows every nook in the house. Fot
several days past Mrs. Flecknoe had
noticed that this animal had found a
snug place to sleep behind a hat reel
In the parlor hall, and when she re-
moved the rack to dust it she foundthe missing bank books and deeds.
There was no tra!* of the money.Mrs. Flecknoe called the dog. WbenLb. animal saw that she had posses
ston of the hank bociks and deeds ittried to seize them The pollee are
of the opinion that the dog has eaten
tke money.
Wants is See His Papa.
The son of John Smith is envious
So see his dad, and puts this adver-tisement in a Texas paper: "If JohnSsolfh, Who 10 years ago deserted hispoor.
 
wife and babe, will return. said
will knot* the *Wng out el
firt/Uri h.1115 13 LIMA U.
ST TO P. MORGAN.
There is a wreck -down at Spoonee'shouse—a wreck that was formerly a piece
ef blithe manhood, with a marked tendencyto talk and a wen on his head. The wreckIi question used to be saluted by hie cred-itors as Mr. Spooner.
Where, before, all was joy, is the highest
octave, now is sorrow and woe It largequantities anti a dilapidated bureau ia re
markably small pieces.
The bureau in question arrived in theMayflower, so Spooner used to proudly a.
sect. Unfeeling neighbors used to sometimes sneeringly remark that it had morethe appearance of having come in the ArkBut neighbors will Carp and let their hogsPun through your cabbage-Patch in wild
and bristly freedom, so *a will hake thee
sneers at 50 per cent. discoust.
How the bureau came there was not the
subject that worried Spooner just beforethe pall of darkness and bumps settled overthe happy home. How to get. it away WM
what agitated his mind.
Spooner's only daughter, C'relosie, had,
at least, been so fortunate as to corral ateatime being, who made her his wife—and
also was Cydonia Spooner no longer. Itis not the purpose of the writer to dietribute the idea that, but for this tiro*17 attack of matrimony, Miss Spooner wouldhave become more altitudinous. Far fromIt! She simply ceased, am a Spooner, to
snake the menu at three daily repasts look
as if attacked by aa itinerant sat, and to re-
mark plaintively that woman's mission or)
sacth was not clearly defined around the
le:w that their daughter had succeededla committing matrimony in the firstdegree, Mr. and Mrs. Spooner resolved todo the proper and appropriate thtng. Alto,
much Centicular thought, they decided topresent her the sacred bureau, *roue,
which clustered each hallowed &resonation&ION those indmesoes to an old buffalo
robs.
The mired bureau was located in the
second story of the Spooner domicile, inthe "spare" bedroom! How to get it down
stairs was the question.
The time, several years before, whoaSams, the drarinan, had raised the pon&mous piece of furniture tio the second.
story window, by means of much rope andprofanity, was still fresh in Spooner's mind_lie remembered that Jegge had measuredthe bureau, which was an enormously de
nloped affair and aeon had measured thestairway.
"Too wide fer the stairs." we. Jaggy' vu.'diet.
So without any more tins he had preseeded to haul it up the side of the home
and introduce it through a window.
But Spooner considers himself • peer lethe way of concentrated think, to any two.hued drayman that ever wore* hairy hoe
roe for a beard and charged 40 pieces of
salver for carrying a Mend trunk twoblocks. Hs knew, without measuring, theethe stairs were wide enough for the be
esaa. Single-handed and alone he attackedthe lugubrious piece of furtutort is it. ewesatire spars bedroom.
By dint of much palling and aa equalamount of healing, he succeeded in wrest-ling it to the head of the stairway. in spite
of the fact that it seemed continaally'to
sock its claws into. ths door, in e. deter-mined effort to resist the departure.Getting ahead, he carefully lowered thebureau toward himself. The operation wasslaty marred by the trifling accident of anLb. drawers slipping out at one and themem time, and all but the last one best-14 seise portion of Spooser's person esthey fell. • wooden shower, on hint, aidlanded below in the "Jog" of the stair-way. The last aid amen'st drawer departed 
en - Spooner's
from the regular order of proceed-g and lit, wrong aide up, bent shoulders and bowed head. His heldea the Mayflower heirloom slipped and theesored piece fell forward nom bias, theotos stinking him exactly hoototh the chinDown they went, with ail the szeitementsad celerity that attend the passage elkm.. rushing fraatically down the corridor,II time.
Spooner was • trill( In advance of thebureau when both arr.ved in the "jog" ci/the mairway.
The drawers which 14 made thatodebotsII few seconds before, lay in • confused heapwith all possible corners upward to wetsame the now hilarious Spooner.
He landed on all these corners and sev,Hsi more that seemed to put in an appearfaire for that emersion only, and the esstunt and vindictive bureau stood square-p on its heed on his quivering eorporoMty.A wild, unfiled yell, so sharp yet eo voi-ominous that It startled the bats out of theehimney and brought Mrs. Spooner to thehot of the stairs.
"Oh, the precious bureani" she shrieked.What, oh! what has happened to it?"Presently a faint voice piped up from thebottom of the pile where Spooner was doMg a oontortion ant beneath the bureau:
"The precious bureau is uninjured asset," it said, "but I am mortally wowedel by this cabinet-made demon!"Frightened at the awful condition of hermono., buried beneath • mountain of resorseless furniture and with no insuranceIn his (if a, Mrs. Spooner ran for swat.Ince. Presently she returned with neigh-sor Kibler. By his strong arm, the wreckd manhood was drawn from beneath thetill erultant heirloom of the RoundheodeAnother measurement was instituted, andilia former decision of Jaggs, the drayman,eras vindicated. The bureau would go no!artheir down the "jog," for the stairwaywas rnesih narrower from there doers.
Without a word, but with a terrible darkblue resolve depicted on his coC
-"Idimage, and nose several inches out at srplumb, Spooner, assisted by Kiliar, set tework to force the bureau up to the topif the stairs again. This they succeededla accomplishing, in spite of the Puritanicalresistance of that stubborn orthodox shadII drawers.
Then Spooner roll. it ever, and over,Ind, with the neigh'. aid, he balancedIt • moment on the wndow-eill.
With a smile of almost fiendish joy andt spasmodic hitch to his pantaloons, slow-y;slipping sway from the clutches of hisme rear suspender bntton, Spooner pushedthe bureau, DOW thoroughly frightened, out-ward, and it hurtl d through the air likeshe flight of • brass- mobbed meteor.. nu,crash, it landed on the stone doorstep,two stories below, nd was nothing but a
'reek of its former grandeur.
Col. Wiudygasee's valuable dog, of theMach-legged persuamen, bad, but a loo-sing before, been entwine an overshoeen the doorstep. Now he lay under thetureau—only a (*nine recollection, • hairypoems-spot.
Cyolonie got no wedding present from beeparents; Spooner got nothing hut a elutestaportanept of bumps and abrasions aidI bill for 825, said to be the valise of thente dog. To all of which he objergatedif• such pietureeque phrase that he lose e&lurch trial in the neer distance.
Miserable, dismal **meet-416W Li•tiader•
oroNIONIOIMPOWIIIPerne
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- -INZIFERS KILLED FOR DIM I FRESH FASHION NOTES.
Mew York Hunters Obliged,. Pay
*600 for a Dees Usnatag
an a Big farm.
Jobs Hendrickson, a breeder offancy cattle, mostly Guernseys and
Jerseys, living near Pleasant Valley,
on the Cochecton turnpike from
White Lake to Newborg, N. Y., re-
cently found four of his finest youngbetters in the field, all riddled with
charges of buckshot, which had en-
tered the bodies just behind the foreleg.
Neighbors reported that huntersfrom New York, who had been stay-ing at White Lake., had passed overhis farm in quest of partridge, and
that 'hole had been heard in the
eicinItygof the field where the cattle
were at pasture.
The dead heifers were the finest
specimens of the Hendrickson herd,
and It occurred to the owner as he
was examining the wounds' that
tilled them that they bore a strong
resemblance to does by reason of
their delicately formed limbs. He
was seized with the idea that they
had been mistakes for deer by the
hunter..
Hendrickson went to White Lake,
but found that. the three men he
wanted had gone. He ascertained
their names and addressee in New
York and after coariderable difficulty
located them. He hoe just returned
after seeing. them, and as a result
el his visit he I. 4500 rinber than
when he went to the atty.
FIDDLES WITHOUT HANDS.
Prank Clawson., et Atlases.ITS., Over.
*omen Seemingly inseam/feat-
able DiAllealtbes.
Atlanta, a small town south of
Bloomington, Ill., has In Prank Claw-
son • fiddler whose chief bid for
fame lies in the fact that he is with-
out hands. Clawson has been • per-
former on the violin since boyhood,
and his skill was such that he was indemand at every country dance in
that part of the country. Several
years ago he was caught in a bile-
card and both hands were so badly
frozen that they were amputated at
the wrist. Supposing that his fid-
dling days were over, the old instru-
ment was laid away by the owner.
The old-time longing to bring out
music became too strong to be re-dateci, and he conceived the unique
Idea of playing without hands. He
made a oontrieanoe out of heavy
trim which enabled him to wield thebow. The matter of fingering was
more difficult, but by hard practise
he trained the stump of his left hand
Se make the necessary shifts from
me atria; to another, and from pm
Atkin to position. With the fiddleheld In plat), by his ehin and knees,
end with the help of his finger'. •
arm. Clawson manages to play
Dearly as much *lames& as formerly.
• YOUTHFUL GRANDMA.
Mrs. (AI.1 OD OA. of lewa Falls.
Malmo the Rv,oerdi for Me
Northwest.
--
A grandmother as- e9 is the record of
Mrs. Jamce P. Carleton, of lows Yalta,
La., who Glenne the distinction of being
he youngest grandmother in the •a-
tire northwest. She is hoping to be.
great-grandmother by the time she
4 45.
Mr and Mrs. Carlistott were mar-
ried In Ohio 13 years ago, Mrs. Carleton
tieing only 11 year. old when •h• was
wooed. woa anti bed to the altar by hey
enthful schoolmate. Leas than twe
rears later, when only 13 years of ace,ilk* became a mother. The tendency
toward early rnerrtegee ia tee Carlow:
family was transmitted to the dangle-
ter, and two years .go, at the age of 14,
rho was married. Last week she be-
came a mother.
Until recently James P Carleton was
postmaster at Iowa Falls, but a few
months •iro he and his wife removed to
St. Paul, Minn wher• their dcieghter
said grandchild reside.
Movement tor lenselittng the Negro.
A promising movement has been
started in Virginia for the benefit of
the negro population. The idea or1r
lasted with Dr. R. E. ;ones, of Web-
mond, and several prominent , a id
wealthy negroes are associated with
him. The first of the proposed set-
tlements will he established near
Richmond. Plots of ten scree each
will be laid off, and upon eaoh will
be erected a four-roomed log (*bin
of antique style. These plots will be
sold on easy installments plans to
degrees anxious to better them-
selves. They will be given practical
and systematic Instruction in farm-ing.. en experienced expert from the
Institute at Hampton being engaged
se instructor.
P'S.. a Prodigious Tsunpl.
A bold, remarkable project I. re.
vetoing attention among Russian en-
gineers. It is.proposed to construct
a tunnel under the main chain of the
Caucasus mountains from a point 40
miles south of Vladikavkas. The tun.
sel will be 13 miles long and cost
r11.000.000. As soon as the Trans-Si-
hernia railway is finished, it is be-
lieved, this Caucasian tunnel, whichham the warm support of the erar,
will be eommeacied. From a military
and oommereial point of. view the
work will be of vast importonoe. as
the only diroot onmariuniceitioo with
trans-Caosoosis from southern Russia
IN by as ordinary road from Vls,4110
when to Lilac
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New Idea. in Deers Ornaintentatkriis icvldence in the te-t•-Date
,Ctost
A charming evening foryoung girl is of rich miroir satin,
veiled with either white, gold or col-
ored net, showing a delicate design oflace or ribbon applique in a floral de-
sign, alternating with roses or pa.
mellias sewn on in a studied carelezia.
Rees, says the Brooklyn Eagle.
Some ingenious mortal has intro.dueed an effective novelty this season,
namely, black velvet roses, about the
size of the palm of one's hand, ready
to applique onto silk, lace or chiffon.
There is on open circle in the middle,through which the, material can bedrawn. These roses make the most
effective sort of decoration.
The bridal robes of one of the brieee
of this season was made with a chif-fon coat, tucked oil over, meeting ayoke of lace and lace sleeves. a lacetrain starting from between the
shoulders, and a handsome laceflounce at the hem. 7n this bride'strousseau was a hartestrrne white satingown, with a lace flounce round thehem, put on very full and headed byfestoons of chiffon caught up into
scallops.
At a recent society function in Paris
one of the most picturesque and no-ticeable toilettes was of black vel-
vet. The Louis XVT. corsage formed*double-breasted front and long coat.tail behind, while round the decolleta
age • deep white lace collar, almost
reaching to the waist behind, passed
over the shoulders and formed a point
In front. White mousseline transpar-
ent long loose sleeves were caught
tightly to the wrist by a black velvet,band.
L'Art Nouveau has ceased to be sitovelty, although unique and. exceed-ingly beautiful examples are continu.
ally being produced. so the seekers for
something newer in the line of jewelry
and dress accessories have turred
their attention to the Russian produc-
tions. The costliness of these articles,
which are truly works of art, is sued.dent guarantee that they will not be-
come too popular, and their beauty
and variety of design win appreciationfrom all lovers of exquisite ornaments.
Incrustations of. lace are gaining befavor rather than losing their pres.
tige. and very ethereal effects are pro-duced by applying lace on to chiffon,
which is placed over satin; and they
also look exceedingly well on fonlarda,
especially white foulards, with Eng
Irish point of rather a deep tone, out.lined with black ribbon. The material
Is always cut away from beneath thelace, which gives it a light effect.
White foulard with black Chantilly
Incrustations is a good combination.
It Is less expensive than the very rich
embroideries and in man/ ways be
very desirable.
HINTS ON FURNITURE.
• Oomtertable ('ouch flat is
Mottle at Flonrr—An Aortas..
Oak !kola. Ste.
Few families, whether in town or
eorintry, have sufficient closet space
In which to keep gowns and
wraps unwrinkled. The safer way.
In any case, is to lay them fatly
and smoothly in a box large ernogh
to accommodate them at their loll
length. Such a box may be made
at home in such a way as to eerve adouble purpose—that of couch and
wardrobe combined, says the New
York Tribune. A stout box of unpatot-
td wood, six feet fon.. inches long b,.
about three feet four inches wide. can
he constructed by any Mg boy or hi•
mother without difilculty. using round
wire nar.s. to avoid splitting the wood.
The cover should have a ernes strip
near each end, and must be firmlyhinged on the box. Line tb. inside olthe box and lid with a serrireable comabric or silesia. Then nail e cushion,deep and springy, to the too.. This
cushion may he made of an old hair
mattress picked to pieces and put is
new ticking of the proper size, or of
"wool waste." or may be procured
tittle expense from an upholsterer.
Tack an artistic denim or chintz Isbow plaits all around the box. end coverhe top separately, finishing the edge
ef the latter with a full pinked ruchinget the fabric to conceal the opening.
Paws* a strong loop on the edge of theetop by which to lift it, end It is well tofasten a piece of strong tape at each
end to lid and box, to avoid strainin'the hinge..
Heaped with pillows and with an at.ghat thrown over the toot, this make*
a comfortable conch by day, and evesby night if necessary.
An excellent hall table for. countrW/muse was evolved not long ago by anIngenious girl from an ordinary un.piitn.`ed kitchen table without a leaf.,!he sawed two inches from the legs.
then stained the whole with a blackdein, made as follows: A few cents'
worth of log-wood chips were put in PO
stone jar, with just enough water to
cover them, and left to simmer or,
stove for half 2 clay. This liquid • 4
applied to the wood and left to dr
Vinegar in which a number of rust,7,
nails bad been ateeped was thembrushed over, and repeated until thegable acquired a good antique oak col.
°ring. Brass rollf rs were then fair.tened on the legs at d an old-fashionedbrass handle pot OD the drawer, wlichwas stained ir.Iule to match the out.
side, and served for holding gloves, eta.A scarf of dark rod leather was fas-tened down the middle of the table withbrass headed • ncks. and. behold! a reelsly handsome "old (ad." ball table!
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VINOL.
This excessively hot weather saps
strength and vitality. You feel tired
and worn out all the time; your ener-
gy is gone; every organ in the body
needs toning up; you become billious
and feverish. Take a Bile Capsule
tonight at bedtime. It will dispel all
bile and impurities from the system,
and tone up the liver. Tomorrow
continue taking VINOL, the Recon-
structive Tonic. It is GUARAN-
TEED to make you feel better.
The Bile Capsule costs you nothing.
The VINOL is $1.00 per bottle. Both
are guaranteed and sold only at
McPHER.SON'S
DRUG. STORE
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered to any part of the city.
Phones No. iflo.
Cor. 4th and Broadway,
PADUCAH, KENTtfC.KY.
—
WANT/
COLUMN
WANTED—First-claS6 cook for
small family. Inquire at 408 Wash-
ington street. tf
FOR RENT—Furnished rooms
within three blocks of Fourth and
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
FOR RENT—Three downstairs
zooms, electric lights, gas, hydrant
and cistern water. Apply 513 North
Sixth.
WANTED—A girl to do general
housework; twei in family. Apply at
Flat No. 3, Nei. 308 North Ninth
Street.
FOR SALE—My farm in Arcadia;
also full blooded Jersey cows. Apply
to T. L. Crice or myself. Mrs. L. M.
Rloomfield.
FOR RENT—House at 514 Clay
Sewer connections and all improve-
ments. Call 533 North Sitxh, or
phone 1418; old phone.
LOST—Dark bay mare, 14 1-2
bands iing1h. Vill give Si° reward
to anyone that will return same to
JOHN GEORGE, Fourth and Ad-
ams streets.
LOST—One water spaniel dog,
eleven months old; comes to call of
"Buck;" black in color Return to
Hal S. Corbett, 313 North Ninth
street, for reward.
FOR SALE—A two-story frame
dwelling, seven rooms, lasge recep-
tion hall, hbt and cold water, good
out•buildings, nice yard with shade
&Tees. Wil sell•on terms to suit por-
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at
924 North Seventh street. New
phone No. 630.
s.
Tuesday Morning, Aug. is, 19o5.
Among the Sick.
James Coyle, of Trimble street, is
Mr. John Trent, storekeeper/foe the
local I. C.. is ill.
J• Worrell, the drumme'r, is ill
at Hotel Lagomarsino.
Miss Hallie Hisey, who has been ill
ceral days, is improving.
.Mrs. :Clint C. Warren, of West
Broadway, is suffering from conges-
tion.
Miss Edna Hayes, of 1634 South
Sixth street, is improving slightly of
fever.
Stewart Craig, the four
-year-old
son of Mr. John D. Craig, of the Pal-
mer Transfer company, is improving
from a severe spell of malarial fever.
-
Without Business.
The board of police and fire com-
missioners met last night but were
in seseion only a few moments. Noth-
ing was done except to read the min-
utes of the previous meeting, as there
Was no business otherwise before the
board. •
Coat Returned.
city Clerk Henry Bailey has re-
covered bis coat that was taken from
his hall at home several days ago. He
says it was taken as a joke, but re-
fuses to reveal the joker's name.
ABOUT THE PEOPLE
Mr. Geo. C. Thompson is in Louis-
ville on business.
Mr. F.. R. Eaton; of M. Vernon,
is in the city en route home from
a edjourn at Dawson,, Ky.
Mr. Dick Clements returned yester-
day from a visit to Dr. Juett in Bland-
ville. •
J. M. Walton has returned from a
week's stay at Dawson.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Covington left
yesterday for a.vceek's stay in Daw-
son before going to Ad'airville, Ky.
Mre. j. W. Ingram has gone to the
Cumberland mountains on a visit.
Mr. M. B. Cooley, of Mayfield, is
registered at the Palmer.
Attorney Ralph Stanfield, of May-
field, was in the city yesterday, en
route from Aturray.
Mr. R. D. Wilson has gone to Ben-
ton to spend several day-s.
Mr. J. K. Wilson left this morning
for Morganfield and surr6unding
towns on a drumming trip.
Sam Crossland, of Mayfield, was in
the city Monday en route to Wick-
liffe to attend circuit •court.
Mr. J. W. Graham left yesterday
for Creal Springs on a drumming
trip.
Nilr. L. E. Wallace returned to Ben-
ton yesterday afternoon, after trans-
acting business in the city.
Mrs. C. W. Stansberry, of CObden,
114., who has been visiting her daugh-
ter, Mrs. H. Balm, of South Eighth
street, will leave today for home.
Mrs. Anna Bahr, of Evansville, Ind.,
left yesterday after a brief visit to
her sister, Mrs. Wm. Heron, of Wil-
lis street.
Miss Carrie Tomlin and Miss -Lau-
ra Jobe are expected tomorrow from
Jaclason, Tenn., to visit Miss Lillie
Mae Winstead.
Mir. T. J. Murphy and Mr. C. Wal-
lace, of Mayfield, were in the city on
business yesterday.
Mies Susanne Jorgenson, of Evans-
ville, returned yesterday from a
week's visit to Princeton, and is the
guest of Miss Mkujorie Crumbaugh.
Rev. J. C. Burroughs, of Los An-
geles, Cal., is the guest of Messrs.
John and Baker Overstreet.
Mk Chas. M. Leake returned yes-
terday from a ten days' business trip
to St. Louis. ,
Miss. Nellie Barry has returned
from a visit. to Louieville and other
places.
Mks. James S. Jenlcine has returned
from a visit to La Center.
Mr. E. H. Mlattingly and Mr. Geo.
Barkhurst, of Bardstown, Ky., are
here on a visit.
Miss Anna Bird Stewart has re-
turned to her borne in Cincinnati
after visiting Mies Ora V. Leigh.
Mrs. S. B. Saunders and Miss Su-
sie Atehinson are borne from Dawson.
Capt. R. J. Barber went to Mem-
phis yesterday to visit his daughter,
Are. Jacob Flynn.
Mr. S. W. Levy, of Owensboro, is
in the city.
Mks T. R. White, of Paris, Tenn., is
in the city.
Mr. W. F. Purdy, Jr., of Bandana,
is here on a visit.
MI'. Geo. E. Farmer, of Martin,
Tenn., was in the city yesterday.
Mr. Clarence Phillips, of Murray,
was in the city yesterday.
.Mr. James F. Estes, of the Lady
Lorena plantation, has arrived from
Louisiana.
Mins. J. C. DeMert has gone to Dix-
on Springs for a week.
Attorney D. H. Hughes went to
Cincinnati yesterday on business.
Chas. K. Wheeler is in Louisville
on business.
Mr. W. T. Reid went to Dawson
yesterday.
Mrs. J. E. Long is visiting in St.
Louis.
Mies Rose iBrowder is visiting in
Rusnellvible. Ky.
Misses Nellie and Sophia Kirk-
land returned yesterday from a two-
weeks' visit to relatives in Chicago.
Mir. Geo. C. Wallace returned Sun-
day from Atlanta.
Mir. Austin House. of Martin,
Tenn., is the guest of Dr. Sydney
Smith.
Mr. A'. B. Smith and Mr. J. T.
Smith arrived yesterday from Ten
neseee and leave this week for Colo-
rado.
.Prof. A. L. Whittenburg, of Gol-
conda, was in the city on business
yesterday.
Miss Lillian Ferguson. of IA Cen-
ter. Ky., and Miss Annie May Mc-
Elwain, of Trenton. Ky., arrived bast
night to visit Mre. L G. Orme.
Mise Marie Wilcox left yesterday
for a visit to relatives in Louisville.
Mr. L. S. DuBois and son, M. Geo.
DunOi9, returned Sunday from a
three-weeks' visit to Lake Mahonk
and other points East. .'
Miss Luretta Wright and Mr. Geo.
E. Johnson were married Sunday
morning at 9:30 o'clock at 1223 North
Seventh street. The ceremony was
performed by the Rev. W. E. Cave, of
the First Presbyterian church.
Dr. D. G. Murrell and _Dr. E. R.
Earle, of the local I. C. hospital, 'have
gone to. Hartford, Ky., to attend
court.
Rector D. C. Wright, of the Epis-
copal church, will leave Wednesday
for his vacation trip to Chicago and
Northern Indiana points.
Mr Richard Geagan, recently ap-
pointed chief clerk at the local I. C.
freight depot, has arrived from Lou-
isville to assume 'his duties. He has
many friends here Who are glad to
see him again in old Paducah.
Mr. Charles Carney, of this city, is
visiting 'his sister, Mrs. Jack Gardner,
in New Albany, Ind. It is reported
that a few days since While rehears-
ing with Al Field's minstrels in Co-
lumbus, 0., Mr. Carney lost his vdice
completely and had to give up the un-
dertaking. He 'had been offered a po-
sition as a singer with Mir.
Ma-. Harry Hanks and sister went
to Dixon Springs yesterday for a two
weeks' sojourn. Today Mr. and Mrs.
Andy Bauer and Miss Ida Niebars
will also go over.
Congressman Geo. W. Smith, mem-
ber of the Twenty-fifth district of ID-
linois, of Nlurphystioro, and Col. Jas.
A. White, postmaster at the same
town, were in the city yesterday.
Col. Felix Rudolph has returned
from Saltillo, Tenn.
Mr. W. T. Miller returned yester-
day from Mayfield.
Undertaker Fred Roth will leave to-
day for Louisville to attend the Funer
al Director? Association of Kentucky.
Prof. C. M. Leib and Col. C. C.
Rose have returned from their west-
ern jaunt. They report an amusing ex-
perience at the hands of the Cairo
quarantine officers. They were with-
out a health certificate and were ar-
rested and marched through the
streets to the health office to get a
permit to come home.
isk large party of sojourners at Dix-
on Springs came home Sunday.
Among the number were Miss Anna
Thomas, Miss Manic Parkins, Miss
Sophia Backer, Miss Sophia Hum-
mel, Miss Augusta Theiring, Miss
Dona Husbel, Miss Louise Backer,
Miss Emma Kleybecker, Mires The-
resa Theiring, Miss Kate Pieper, Mr.
Boyce Berryman, Mr Wm. Rottger-
ing,' Mrs. Charles Rottgering, Mr.
Gus Legeay.
TOOK TO THE WATER.
Suspected Log Thief Escapes Arrest
by Daring Officers'.
With a positive determination that
he should not be arrested Silas Ste-
goll, a shantyboater, jumped into the
river yesterday morning and therebe
escaped being captured by Officer F...
H. Goes and Market Master Smed-
ley.
Several day,. ago a raft of 700 togs
belonging to the Singer Sewing Ma-
chine company broke loose from Duck
river and it is alleged that Stegoll had
captured them and disposed of many
of them. Officer Cross located Stegoll
in his boat below the docks and he
and Smedley went after him. Stegcill
resisted the officers and Cross pro-
duced his gun. At this juncture the
sharrtyboater ran out of a door and
plunged into the river and swam to
the bank, making hie escape. His
wife then seized Officer Cross to pre-
vent him from following her husband.
The officers gave Chas.e but their game
1-ad flown to greener fields. Other
towns have been notifisd and he may
be captured shortly.
The Property Appraised.
The board of appraisers, composed
of C. E. Jennings,.pf the city; R.. E.
Cooper, of Hopkinsvillte and Hiram
K. Cole, of Memphis, who were se-
lected to appraise the property of the
People's Independent Telephone Com-
pany, reported yesteeday afternoon
that the property was worth $118,400.
The stock and franchise of this
company will be sold September tr,
and will be bid in by the Nome Tele-
phone, which succeeds the Independ-
ent line.
MASONIC NOTICE.
• 
Plain City Lodge No. 449, F. and
A. M., will meet tonight at 7:30 in
stated communication.
GEO. 0. INGRAM,
F. ROTH, Master.
Secretary.
 e
Suit on Note.
Attorney Oscar Kahn yesterday
filed a suit in circuit court for 7. W.
Hite and Mbnroe and J. D. Carneal
on a note for $166.
THE RIVER NEWS'
Stages Yesterday.
Cairo, 19.3; falling.
'Chattanooga, 8.4; rising.
Cincinnati, to.6; falling. ,
'Evansville, 7.8; falling.
!Florence, 3.5; rising.
Johnsonville, 3.5; rising.
Louisville, 4.8; rising. !
Mt. Carmel, 3.5; falling.
Nashville, to.7; stationary.
Pittsburg. 6.4; rising.
Davis Island Dana'4.5;
St. Louis, missing.
Mt. Vernon, 6.6; falling.
Paducah, 8.1; stationary.
•
The Rees Lee passedthrough yes-
terday en route to Memphis to lay
up for higher water. This makes the
last of Lee boats to turn in, the othe
ers having preceded this one by sev-
eral days.
The Castalia is up the Tennessee
after ties.
The Henrietta is undergoing re-
pairs up near Island creek.
The Harth is looked for from Ca-
styville with a tow of coal.
The Peters Lee is on the ways at
Mound City.
Joe and Leon Joblin, of St. Louis,
marine divers, are assisting in the
work of raising the Williams.
The Catherine passed through after
stone for the Mound City dike.
The Reuben Dunbar left yesterday
for Clarksville.
The Clyde arrived from Tennessee
rivet, and will leave on her return
trip Wednesday afternoon at 5
o'clock.
The Clarke relieved the J. B. Wil-
liams, which sank and took the tow
to Louisville.
The Hopkins will come in today
from Evansville, returning at
olciock.
The Murtha Hennen passed out of
the Tennessd river for O'weneborie.
The H. Hoxie lb en route to St.
Louis.
The Royal will make bet- regular
trip to Golconda today.
The Henrietta went to Joppa yes-
terday.
PUBLIC SALE.
I will on Monday, August 11, 1905,
about the hour of to o'clock a. m.,
at the city hall door, corner Fourth
and Kentucky avenue, sell at public
outcry to the highest bidder one hun-
dred (too) feet of ground on Clay
street, between the residence of Mr.
James M. Lang and one recently
built by Mr. Jeff Read. Terms made
known on day of sale.
D. A. YEISER, Mayor.
 •
Two Trusties Leave.
Keep Cool-It's Easy.
ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS TO DRINK PLENTY OF
THAT PURE, HEALTHFUL BEER
Belvedere
the Master Brew
IT WILL COOL YOU, REFRESH YOU AND DO
YOUR WHOLE SYSTEM A WORLD OF GOOD. DOC-
TORS RECOMMEND IT. IT'S MADE FROM PURE
MALT AND HOPS, THAT'S WHY. IT STRENGTH-
ENS AND BUILDS UP. IT'S A TONIC, AS WELL
AS THE MOST REFRESHING DRINK THAT EVER
PASSED THE PORTALS OF YOUR LIPS.
paducab Brewery Company
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
our Banking Needs
THERE IS JUST AS MUCH DIFFERENCE Ill THE NEEDS OF!'
PEOPLE DOING BANKING AND OF BANKS WHO ATTEND TO.
THEIR BUS/NESS FOR THEM, AS IN ANYTHING ELSE. SOME
PEOPLE WILL HAVE BUSINESS THAT IS BEST ATTENDED TO
BY A SAVINGS BANK, WHILE OTHERS MIGHT FULD BETTER
FACILITIES IN A REGULAR COMMERCIAL BANK.
INDIVIDUALS WILL. UNDER ALMOST EVERY CIRCUM-
STANCE, FIND BETTER FACILITIES AND MORE INDUCE-
MENTS IN THE SAVINGS BANK THAN ANYWHERE ELSE. HERE
THEY RECEIVE 4 PER CENT COMPOUND INTEREST ON ALL
TitgIR MONEY WHICH REMAINS ON DRPCSIT A YEAR. ONE
Dill,LAR WILL START AN ACCOUNT.
B. H.
Pr ti.. "7
GEO. C. THoMPSON,
sea • .14 • I,.
Vice-President and Manager.
J. T. LAURIE, Cashier.
Mechanics & farmers
Savings Bank
227 BROADWAY.
Ask Your Grocer
Yesterday- afternoon while aceng as 0
a trusty two negroes left the county
jail and have not been recaptured.
One of the negroer was Arthur
Lurks, who was given a four monde;
week on the charge of
The rISTTIC of the her
could not be learned.
sentence last
petty larceny.
one to escape
Notice!
Mr. R. E. Jones has this day leased
from Jos. L. Friedman the Pines Poul-
try Farm, and from this date, said
Jos. L. Erica:ft-nen is not responsible
for any purchases made by R. E.
Jones.
August lath, t9o5.
Galvanized Rubber Roofing War-
ranted for steep or flat roof or Over
old shingles, requires no coating or
paint. Ford Manufacturing Co., Chi-
cago. G. R. Davis Sc Bro., local
agent,.
Electric Light Notice.
All bills are due and payable at the
office of the company, 120 South
Fourth street. Current will be dis-
continued if bills are not paid on or
before August so.
PADUCAH CITY RAILWAY.
The anxiliaries of the Tenth-street
Christian church will run a moonlight
excursion on the steamer Dick Faw-
lee- to the bridge Thursday evening.
Aug. 17, 19o. Round trip 25 cents.
Get a soc bottle of Secthal. It is a
reliable, powerful and 'prompt disin-
ofectant. Instantly deodorizes and dis-
infects any material it is applied to.
No matter how fetrid or offensive,
destroys and neutralizes all poisonous
gases arising from decayed animal or
vegetable matters, arrests decomposi-
tion and prevents contagion. It pu-
rifies the air without creating any
odor whatever. Dilute highly, ac-
cording to directions and sprinkle
about freely. It dees not stain. For
sale at all drug stores.
or
ARISTOCRAT mut
The Standard Flour o
The World,
East Tennessee Telephone Co.,
HAS EXCLUSIVE
CONNECTION WITH CAMP YEISER EXCHANGE., INDEPEND-
ENT COMPANY SERVICE DISCONTINUED.
WONDER WHY?
CALL THE CAMP OVER THE OLD RELIABLE. TWO CIRCUITS.
GO TO
HOTEL LAGOMARSINO
FOR YOUR DINNER. .1
35e EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
zz :3o UNTIL a P.M.
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 50e. I2'3o to 2.
•umorimuli
E.G. BOONE,
/01011ERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. SPEC-,
NTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY BONDS.
P. 'T ASK YOUR FRIENDS—WE FURNISH SECURITY.
OLD PHONE NO. 204. grirTif
FULL LINE SASH, DOORS, PINE FLOORING AND ALL OTHER BUILDING MATERIAL.
Sherrill-Russell Lumber Co.
IINCOR.PORATED.
Botti 'Phones 295. Prompt Delivery. Eleventh and Tennessee Streets.
1
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